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Congressma~
Douglas
shares his
in-ternatio nal -_
•
views

Eggers appoi11-ted VP
of .a c.a demic_affairs.
·B y Jonathan -Arthur

By Jolene Dadah - •
Addressing a _wide
range of international issues,
New Hampshire Congressman
Chuck Douglas spoke to a diversified group of students· at ·
_ Smith Hall last night.
Douglas, a republican,
talked primarily of foreign affairs, _stressing that the major
changes in the world today are
t.aking__pl~ce abroad rather than
-in the United States.
Having graduated frQm
UNa with a ·degree in political
science, Douglas declared tis
support for the qpparent improving political climate in U1e
Soviet Union. Expressing praise
aJ?.d astonishfi!ent regarding
· the dramatic changes there,
the congressman admitted he"
never, frankly, expected to see
this in [his] lifetime."
Althoµgh Douglas
appeared optimistic about fuY
ture political consequences in U.S. Rep ............ ___ Douglsa makes a to11cl1L
-n · ,
the USSR, he certainly was not at Smith ,Hall . .(Mike Parnham photo)
Unfortunately, it will rather than politically as in
naive. He expressed concern
regarding the uncertainty of be difficult to produce such the Soviet Union.
· Douglas said that ~ccordeconomic change as the Soviet
the future. _
Accorcling to Douglas, nation has relatively no experi- ing to_ a student at Beijing
the Sovietgovernmentis trying ence with economic ventures Univei:_sity, 3000 students
new constitution, and ris,k -taking, _said Douglas. were killed -and 12,000 were
to write
The Soviet govern- imprisoned at Tiannamen
'
whileatthesametimeattempting to change their outdated ment, according to Douglas, · Square in opposition to the
legal system. There is ,a desire controls all _means ·of proc.!lic- stagnant political ideals of
to separate the judicial system· · tion, all personal choices, and their government.
• CentralAmeric;a, spe- ,
from the government while re- many other details of the •priwriting-some legislature so that · vate lives of their people. "The ciflcallyPanama, w~ another _
the laws lend themselves bet- Russian people have a motiva- topic discussed by D~mglas.
ter to the desires of the Soviet tion problem. They have no When asked where he stood
-incentive to work, " he added. in regards to General · Nori_ people, he' continued.
ega, the congressman replied
Some U.S. governAccording to Douglas, " frankly, I am very -disap- _
ment officials, said Douglas,
"" are afraid of the possible fail- the Russ_ian .government has pointed in-our government.~
Commenting on conure of perestroika and are advanced politically, the Chiconcern~-that Gorbachevmay nesegovernmenthasnot. The ditions .in South Afr'ica,
not be capable of producing two countries, said the con- Douglas s~id that if"the U.S.
economic change. ' Conse- gressman, are polar opposites. can't bring Noriega in from
DOUGLAS~ page
quently, they believe he will be The dramatic changes in China
7
have occurred economically
unable to stay in power.

tlcle in The Campus.Journal.
Walter Eggers, former
dean of the Collrge of Liberal -"I'm ·a Shakespeare teacher,"
he said.
'Arts and Sciences at the UniWhen asked why he
versity of Wyoming, is the new ·
vice pesident of academic af- · chose to work here -he said, "l
decided that I am interestep-in
fairs at UNH. :
administration." Eggers menEggers began working full
time in August. When he-first · tioned that he grew up on the
east coast _apd is · glad _to be
assumed his duties this summer he worked only one week back to an area of "green and
-water."
per month on a trial basis.
The University com-.
Eggers ·is the director _
anc;l coordinator of the ac~~ · munity is an attraction to him.
demic program of the Univer.:. · "Its not such a large ~iversity
thaty0,u can'.tbecome a part of
sity of New .Hampshire, acthe co~unity," h~ ~d.
cording to the Office of ~ca- E_g ge~-:Ql~nti<>ned Qia~
demic Affairs. He _is respon~-danger.wit)} the,jpb is beco_insible for 800 -full-~e faculty
b_usy . ap.d ·letting (he tag'_
that work in 50 academic deWQrk ·pile._u_p. _
partments.
· . Besidf!s ~or.k, Egger.~ -has
He was an · as&istant
two sons ~ .d ~ da~ghter.: ,l'.lis
,prof~ssor of English at the
younge~t _son ,1$ in. the .tlrst
Un~versity ofWyoming and is a
grarl11qte of Duke University. "grade. He sai(l ,t;hat his·family
had a lot of work becaQse
_Hisdoc.t orateinEnglishisfrom
oC the move, but everyone
the Uniyersity of North c~o·------.
remains content.
. lina; according to .a June ar-

too

·has

a

Speak-out to unite ·campus .
By Bob Durling

In the wake of the. recent
sexual violence on campus, the ·
Student Senat~ has unveiled
-plansforaspeak-outTuesday,
Sept 19.
"This is an effort to
bring - the entire community
together to face this problem,"
said- Student Body President
Mike Desmarais.
The speak-out , titled
"SAFE NIGHTS - Don't be
afraid ,. be a friend," will start at
_6 p.m. and will feature speeches
by UNH _President Gordon
Haaland, Dean of Student Affairs J. -Cregg Sanborn, anci

various studentleaders, includ- forum will · be held, where
ingPesmarais. Oneoftheniain people from all parts of the
. organizers of the event, SAFC UNH community will pe en_
Chairperson Jonathan Garth- courage~ to speak.
waite, said that a UNH trustee
The speak-out will
conclude with a candlelight
may also speak.
Speakers -will clarify vigil and march to the site of
theeventsofthepastfewweeks, the two recent sexual assaults
which include an atteµiJpted near Pettebrook Lane and on
sexual assault, an aggravated Mad.bury Road .
Cindy Garthwaite,
sexualassault, and a stabbing.
The responsibilities _of UNH Judicial/ atµnnative action ofcommunity members, as well ficer of the university's conas information about practical duct boar<;!, was also involved
pr~vention, will be discussed, in the production of the speak""
out. She said the reason ·for
said Garthwaite.
At 6:30 -p.ni. an open

SAFE NIGHTS. page 13

Walter.Eggers. new vice-president for -a cademic affairs.
(Michelle Adam. photo)
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The new Rolling Stones ·cilbum
·is out, and we've got it..

See page 1ifor
-THE ASTONISHING ·
review!
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·Nightmares become reality On University ground~ .
By IPm Armstrong
The air was crisp and
pening?
· consumption of alcohol, good _ thef;esensifivesituations. The Nights," a speak out and .candle
cooL A sharp glow from the full
"Pre'\;entive measures •judgment is impaired. Peopl~ StraffordCounty_fittonieyhas light march .against sexual viomoon lit up the sky, providing / are in place, but all of the - areputtingthemselvesinahigh beentrainingthe.department lence. It starts. at 6:00 p.m on
·a typical fall evening in New measures in the world won't · risk situation by µsing alcohol, · on ]how to be more ·aware of Thompson Hall lawn. ·
· Hampshire. It. was a Tuesday, .work if they don't use good Golding warned. ·
·t he victim's v1,merabilify and
71 am confidentthat we
like any other Tuesday, and judgment," said Durham Po- '
Students' ·fears are thefact·that~oplecan'tforce wiH have"a good response," said
Carla walked home from the . lice Captain .Michael Golding. more evident aroµnd campus. the victim to :come forward Dean•ofStudentAffairsJ. Gregg
Diamond Library at approxiDurham is _a very tnistihg Carol Fay, a senior nur~ing with information. ,
Sanborn. "Now is the time to
mately 10:30p.m. after a night community, almost too trust- major, does not go out alone at
The police force has show- an effort ofsolidarity and
_ :'. ot: studying. It was an early ing. The communtty is wide nightanymore.Andforherc\ass b.eeiriworkingverycloselywith ·deal with it as a community...
night for, her, and she was · open as far as locking doors, that goes until 9:00p.m., she Eve Goodman of Sexual Har- (this} is 'a first step."
Sanborn again stressed .·
excited about going !Obed early theft, arid burglary, said Gold-· makessure·sh.e eithetha~aride assment and Rape Prevenfor once., As she walked along ing.
homeorthatsheiswalkingwith tiorn Program (SHARPP) on thatpeopl~ taking individual reMain Street, she thought about
"The education has someone.
how to deal with the victims. sponsibility, using good judgthe day's events, Temembering - been put out there and out
"I am more aware of
"It's not a women's ment and common sense are
the guy she had spoken with in there again," but prevention is what's going qn ar~mnd me... issue, it's a community is- important steps on the way to a
the key, said· Golding. People and l pay more attention when sue," said senior SHARPP solution. "Safety of the ·commu- ·
her Cii.minology class.
~
- Out of the comer of have to 1:1se common sense, walking," said Fay. Because one advocate, Tammy Bickmoi:;e. nfty ·is f'irst and foremost," he
and the.services provided. The · of the incidents happened near ·sHARPP'spolicyforallpeople said. . her eye, the glow of the full
moon cas_t a shadow. It was the Escort Service, Safe RidC?s, her home, she is mor¢ ,,rlraid. - isj:hat people need fo be safe.
The speak out is the first
shadow of a tall inale, and he w~king in well lit areas and -in "We feel like we're prisoners in · It's a fact. The Sexual Vto:.. step in the nght direction. This
was sliding closer towards her.
groups are some of the things our own apartment. I can't even lerice Program of the Univer- along with the educq.tfonal opThe footsteps became louder,
Golding refers to~
go ,to the 'li~ra:ry to study with- sity provides service to fe - . . portunities and using common
and Carla's heart began to race.
·
New lights were im- out going with someone. It's male and male victims/sur- se:nse will hopefully turn people
With all .the assaults on camplanted along Main Street, scary- and sad."
- .vivors of sexual assault, . in the right direction. Hopefully,
pus recently, flashes of dread Garrison Ave.; Col1ege Rd.,
· "I don't think too many friends and family of victims, the entire campus will become
took the 'place of the images of Thompson Hall, and in Area I people take it serious,~ said. Liz and also offers general infor- more aware and· concerned with
the ·criinip.ology ·m~. Should · near Sco·tt, said Roger Froelich, a senior political sci- mation to . the University the fact that everyone is a pot~nshe run? Should she scream? Beaudoin, chief of Univ:etsity ence major. She said she neve~ .- community. Students ·and tial victim and to use common
The endless array of horrors - Police. The lights have improved hears of anyone talking about f?taff are trained to counsel in sense in all situations. Then the
flooded her minq. She shook · the campus immensely. but . going to awareness meetings or emergency situations.
nightm,a res won't become realpeople still take short cuts. This anything, possibly o_µt of lazi· "We are and lrnow ity.
. herself awake.
Dreams like these are · defefl,ts the purpose of adding ness.
. how sensitive the issue is," . - - - - - - - - - - - - - all too' common 'o n the univernew lights, said Beaudoin.
In the meantime, Fro- commented Golding. Theyare
"People need to use , elich is making·sure to walk h]. . · taking all measures_ to ensity campus recently. With . ,
three assa4lts .within the past conimon sense arid brains·," he groups~ locking her doors and - sure the proper procedures
said. "But they just don't do windows, and thinking .about · and care.
week, questions ·of safety and
that." People have to be careful taking self-defense.
·
:"If these events can't ·
, security are the mal!I concerns
of students, faculty, admini- . about putting them~elves in
"I nope the police are serve to heighten the awarepotentially dangerous situ- doing the best they can," she nesirnfpotentialvictims, what
stration, and university and
Durham police . .
ations. 1- ·
·
is it going to take?" asked
·
· said.
Captain Golding feels
Captain .Golding also _Golding. . ·The question is, what
can be done to prevent these one additive to tl).e problem is wanted to stress the fact that
Tonight, , Student .
horrible· incidences fro~ hap- substance abuse. With" the his forde is trained~?· deal with Senate is sponsoryng "Srafe .
0

wrjtefor
theforum.

S.Pea~ (!Ut

BRIEFS
. ·war on drugs

· Gre~ning o(Amerlca

,e lement
it's Radioactive waste
of
enviro~mental policy, s~ipped-to, Nevada
continues
_hostages
AP President Bush is matching an international
urging a "new greening of · movement to preserve the
Augusta, ME (AP) -·
In Mckee, Kent~cky, · - Washington (AP) America." He is proposin& world's rain forests.
a i n e ' s a d v i s ·or' y
M
·, a small town of 250 Defense Secretary Dick
.a national tree·-planting
·commissiononradioactive
· people located near the Cheney, declaring the drug
carripai'gn as a low-cost part
· waste is scheduled to · Appalachian foothills, a . scourge a high-priority
Vermont -b ankers · - decide · next ·Monday
of his National clean-air
- highschool boy i_s holding natonal security problem, ··
str~tegy. He suggested ·
charged
whether_· to recommend
his . classmates hostage. · ordered Pentagon .chiefs
planting · trees · along the ·
that the state's voters
: Yesterday he had taken " yesterday to plan an attack
nation's interstate, hig~way
Rutland, VT (AP) - Jury approve a plan f~! Maine's .
11 students .hostage and_ on the flow of drugs accross ,
syst~m as a good place · to
selection is taking place low.::level radioactive
· had fired at least 2 shots. the border. He told reporters
start. _
:today_in · the ·trial of two waste to be shipped ro'
There was no report as to , that he believes U.S. military
Bush -referred to the trees
former bankers charged with Nevada~
whether the students were , · forces," Have the capability
as " the oldest, cheapest and
A proposed three year
making per'sonal loans to
injured, althoug,h the boy to make a substantial
1:11ost.;.efficient air p~rifier on
pact ~it~ sever~l western
each other in 1987.
didreleaseallbutthreepf contribution toward drug
earth". Bush held a tree_Stedman and ·M cElroy states, allowing Maine's
the hostages.
_
·intervention."
· planting c ere m (? n y
are charged with conspiring low-level waste to be sent
Cheney ordered the"
The police say that the
commemorating the 100th
~o violate federal banking , to a facility 1n Beatty,·boy's grandparents are at nation's top - military
aniversary of South Dakota's
·-Iaws. An indictment charges . Nevada, willappearon the
the . scene, and that commanders to come up
statehood. He plans to hold
·they ·provid~d more than -statewideballot November
authorities _are trying to with plans by October 15th.~
similar centennial tree ·
$600,000 in personn~l loans 7th. It would provide a ,
locate the boy's parents. ,, .to help stem the flow ofdrugs
plantings: in ,other states as
backup disposal site in ~he
· to each other. ,
The reason'behind · his
through tl).e Carrib~an arid
well.
event that Maine is denied
actions are unknown. .
accross the Mexican border.
The Bush administration
access to two other
is expected to make
· licensed facilities.'
reforestation a major

Student holds
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Pearson ·
nariied
health
chairman
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New. pro"'"choice group
·formed on campus
/

'

By lshi Niyama Burdett
Pro"-choice supporters
at UNH have a new outlet
through which to voice their
opinions on abortion rights.
By Stacey Kendall
Founded by two students,
. David Pearson has
"Students for C}:loice" has high
been app~inted the new chairhopes for making a contribuperson of the Department of
tion to the pro-choice moveHealth Management in the
ment.
·
University's School of Health
On the group's agenda
and Human Services.
· _are weekly on-campus meetBefore his arrival at
ings, flyers and films promot. UNH, Pearson seved as the
ing
public awareness, a debate
Associate Dean for - Public
between pro and anti-choice
Health in the Department of
a;ctivists, political involvement,
Epidemiology and Public
and
a trip to Washington D.C~
H~althofYale University for 11
for a pro-choice march.
years.
. "I decided that UNH really
Pearson replaces John
needed a group," said Bethany
Seavey, chair of the departGrob, co-founder of the organiment two years ago. Last year
zation. According to Grob, sevRichard Lewis, recipient of the
enty-five people, including eight
1989 Teacher Excellence
men,
attended the frrst meetAward, served as the interim
ing last Wednesday.
chairperson, according to
• "We want to educate
~oger Ritvo, dean of the UNH
the
cainpu_
s , and we want to
School of Health and Human
get
people
involved~"
said Grob.
Servies.
.
· = David Pearson, recently appointed chat--rson of the
"We
want
to
get
politically
'Tm very enth usiasDe _artment of Helath Mana ement . . - r involved ... maybe help out on
tic aoout the Department of
campaigns." ·
""Pearson combines
Health and Human Services," in Epidemiology from Yale
Among the highlighted
years
of
administrative
University
in
expe1970.
·He
is
a
Pearson said .."I was impressed
upcoming
events is a debate
rience
at
Yale
member
with
of
a
national
the
American
Pubwith the high quality of stu- _
between three pro-choice acreputm,jon as a scholar,"
dent and faculty in the Deaprt- lic Health Association and other
tivists and three representaRitvo said. "But most impor·
IIient of _Health Management . professional societies. tives f:roin New Hampshire
tantly,
he
is
very
effe~tive
in
·
Before
his
tenure
at
and·Policy," he added.
the classroom.
·
Rigbt to Life. The debate is
_ According to Pearson, Yale, Pearson worked in Wash~
"We are excited to · scheduled for October 23 and
he will-be responsible for coor- ·· ipgton, D.C. at the Public
will be mediated by the ·UNH
have
him
here," added Ritvo.
Health
Center,
the
National
dinating all faculty ~tTorts, and
Debate Society, according to
While
at
UNH
Pearr
Center
for
Health
Service
Reworkingwith the faculty to plan
son hopes . to qevelop a . Lily Esmioll, also a co-founder
search and Development, and
their academic year.
of students for Choice. There
Master's program in Health
Pearson received his as deputy chief of the Health
is_c:¥S9 aposslbility of televisio~
AdmiriJsJration.
"A
p;rogram
Economics
Branch
in
the
DiviMaster's Degree in Public ·
·
to meet the needs of the State ' coverage.
Health from the University ·of sion <;>f Medical Care AdriliniPat Murphy, state
of New Hampshire and the
Michigan in 1961, and a Ph.D. stratlon.
president of New Hampshire
general region," he said.

National Organization for
' Women (NOW), said the group
also plans on taking a trip to·
Concord to testify on abortion
bills .when the new congressional session begins in Januai:y.

-According to Murphy,
NOW.is currentlyworkingwith
Students for Choice on their
_.political -arid' educational -efforts.
- Of all the proposed.
state abortion laws, the parental-consent law is what· Students for Choice should be most
concerned about, said Murphy.
"Parental consent is the main
issue that will effect students.
It is the abortion law most likely
to be passed in New Hainp~
shire."
Esmioll stressed the
group's role as an activist organization. "This group is prO-c-,
choice all the way," she said,
meaning that it will not settle
for anything in between. '"Rallies and petitions are the way to
go."
The group is planning
a pro-choice rally in front of the
Feminist Health ·center . ~11
Greenland, according to Esrnioll. "Anyone is invited to attend," she said. ·
In a ~Joint effort, Students for Choice and the National Abortion Rights Action
League (NARAL) are pushh)g
petition · entitled "Millions of
Voices, .. said Esmioll. ' "We are
lryhlg to '~et l o,ooO,si~atitres

a
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Fraternity fire safety
is taking the heat

By Stephanie Igoe
mented that Hoffman's rule for
UNH fraternities
Sigma
Beta is that "we can only
have recently been the subhave
49
people in the party
ject of scrutiny in their suproom. After we fix our exits
posed negligence of New
Hampshire state fire laws.
we'll be all set."
During the summer
Fialky also explained
months Deputy Chief _that "at this point Sigma Beta
Hoffman, of the Durham Fire
is in the process of fulfilling
· Department, inspected the
and honoring all fire departfraternity houses for fire vio- ·mentcodes. The House should
lations. Each function room
meet requirement standards
requires two "remote" exits
within the next week or two."
45 feet apart, he said. Also, ~
Hoffinanhastoenforce
heavy duty fire doors are _ the existing codes for basic fire .
required throughout - each ·- safety. After Tau Kappa Epsi. house.
log ('lKE) lost its charttr last
Hoffman comspring, it w~s ultimately
mented that _fr'aternities
boarded up due to fire 'code
~igm,( Alpha Epsilon, Alpha
violations. "Itwas too bad about
Tau Omega, Delta Chi, and
TKE," Hoffman said, "they
Acacia had previouslyworked
really worked hard on repairs
to meet these requirements.
before they lost their charter."
; Sigma Beta fraternity
Added Hoffman ,"Ifs
.didnotmeetallrequirements.
a maintenance problem in the
Their function room needs
fraternity houses. They can
another exit which has to be
make repairs but the self-clos45 feet from its main down- ing safety fire doo~ often get
stairexit, Hoffman explained. _ broken. The houses need steel
·
"Sigma Beta is coop- . doors, the real heavy duty
erating fully with the Dur- - - . kind."
ham Fire Department," said Peter Von ·Doepp,
Jeff Fialky, Sigma Beta
president of the Inner Fraterbrother. "'They have included
nity Council remarked that he
self-closing hydraulic doors
believed the enforcement of the
on eve:ry door at great cost to
frre codes were a good thing for
the brotherhood."
safety reasons, "anything that
Glenn Griffiths, a
reducesour(tliefratemity)lia'Sigma Beta brother, com-

,

.

. : :=:=:-•-•::=:~:~i~• :• a-::~:f:~~;;
tng o_f the surf brings back ton<! memories ct the summer that Just ended.

Ah, the _ pound

Now it's too damn ciold to hit the wate_r. (Mike Parnham photo)
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BR.IE FS
Deng names his ·
heir
Deng Xiaoping, who is
85 years ola, has named
his succesor as China's ·
leader. · Jiang Zemin,
presently the Communist
Party General Secretary,
will become Deng's heir,
according
to
a
confidential report of two \
"informal talks"between
Deng and other senior ·
1
officials.
Mr. Deng spoke the
other day of Mao Zedong
·_as having been the "core"
· of the .first generatic;,n of
Communist leaders. He·
sees himself-: as having
been the core of the · se.c ond generation of
leaders. H~ added-that
Mr. Jiang Deng, 63 ye~
_old, is the core:. of the
:next generation. "We
must constantly defend
the core," Mr~Deng said. .

'

.

Mr. Jiang , who ' speaks thePalestinianconflictsince · / aid to the country's righ~ist tothetherightistNationalis "
fluent English and Russian,
as well as Japanese and ·
Rumanian, is identified with
the policy ~f openness to the
Western world. ·Mr. Deng
made it clear that he chose
Mr. Jiang because of hi.s ,
commitment to that policy.

· lsreali and Egyptian
talks
The Isreali Cabinet agreed
today to send Defense
Minister Rabin to Cairo on
Monda· ytobegin
d1i s c u s s i. o n s . T h e s ediscussions will consist of
the 10-point proposal by the
Egyptian president, Hosni
Mubarak, for holding
Palestinian,elections in the
West Bank and the Gaza
Strip.
Mr. Rabin~s trip is the first
signific~t sign ofmovement·
in Isreal' s' efforts to settle
...

.

.

'

·Prime Minister Shamir made government.
Republican Alliance~
his proposal in March. The _· More than 70,000 people Isreali Cabinet, howeve~, . have been killed and a
remains divided on whether _· million have been, forced
East German
to. accept Mr. -Mubarack's into flight since the civil war
passports seized
proposal.
began a decade ago in El
The Isreali pro.posal calls Salvador. The United States
Last week Hungary le
for Palestinian elections, has sent more thanl billion · down it's borders, creating
withoutclarifyinghowthese inmiiitaryaidtoElSalvador passageway for Eas
elections would be carried in the last decade, arrd 2 German's to escape to th
out. Some officials in Mr. . billion more in _economic West. Austrian',s, Wes
Rabin's party are talking assistance.
·Germans and Hungarians al
about leaving the coalition ·
Mr. Villalobos, the senior aided East Germans in thei
government if it does not military commander of the flight.
accept the Egyptian -guerilla insurgency,
West German officials sa
proposal. ·
also criticized ·American that more · tlian 16,00
policy. He complained of a refugees have arrived in the·
lack of response froin country since Hungar
Salvador rebel offers Washington to a rebel piece relaxed it's
horde
truce
plan proposai announced in restrictions.
Lately
January. Villalobos ,also however, E~st Germa
The , senior m~litary was · dissapointed in _.refugees
say ~ tha
coIIlIIlanderofElSalvador's Washington's support. for Czechoslovacian and Eas
geurrilla insurgency· said in the Salvadorian government German officials are seizin
an interview today th(\t his despite the passage of power passports to keep them fro
forces would be willing to in June from the centrist traveling to Hungary.
"cease hostilities" if the Cristian Democratic Party
UnitedStateshaltedmilitary ,

SCOPE:
Applicatio11s Now Available For
,t/

,z~

Pres-idenc

Duties Include.·

_ Overseeing the
,progr3mmiiig, production,
and publicity of major _
en-t ertainmellt events at
.U NO
Pick 'up applicat.ions in Roor.n 1~4A\, MUB

Deadline September 20
♦ Meet New People
♦ Greiit Resume' Material

I.

I

-
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Calen der
NH CALENDAR

TUESDAY, SEPIEMBERy 19
MUB Mini Course Registration- Room 126, MUB, 9 a.m.
to noon and 1 to 4 p.m.
Red Cross Blood Drive- Granite State Room, MUB, noon
. to 5 p.m.

Hood House will soon have an entirely new purpose. (Ed Sawyer photo)
. /

Hood House renovations to

be completed

Asian Studies Seminar- J 'a mes Sherman, Dept. of German, ..Japanese Body Language and Etiquette as a Means o
Intercultural Communication." Hillsborough Room, MUB,
·
12:30 p.m.
Men's Golf- vs. Bowdoin, Merrimack and St. Anselm,
1:30 p.m.
Men's Tennis- vs. Babson. Field House, 3:30 p.m.

By Birger Dahl

The University Club is
Final renovations are
slated for an October comple-: going to take up space on most
tion at Hood House, the former ~of the first floor and part of the
·second floor, said Foxall.
home of Health Services.
The University Club;
The.scheduled addition
o( The University club next .which has been fundedmairily
month will round out a host of from two grants, the Elliot
organizations which have taken Grant and the Undesigned Gifts
residence in the building since Grant, is to "provide a facility
for faculty, PAT, operating staff,
last winter.
According to Phyllis · alumnianddocents(volunteers
Foxall, administrator of public · for the marine,sciene. prorelations and special projects, gram)," according to Fox.all.
When the club opens
The University Club is the suecessor to The Faculty Club, in mid October it will provide a
which was pushed out of Grant place for nonstudent members of the
House two years ago to make
room, for the Admissions Office. University to relaxwith refresh-

ments~nd seive as a function
hall with catered meals.
Jn addition, _Academic
Advising now has its office on
. the ground floor.
The Institute for Policy ·
and Social Science Research is
located on the first floor. ·This
foundation, according to director Dennis Me'a dows, is a "facility which brings resources into
the University to support research and teaching on, social
issues."
The second floor is now
home to the Honors Program
office, and the International
Perspectives Program.

Women's Soccer- vs. Harvard-, 3:30 p.m.
.Committee on Central America} 1st meeting. Coca wil be
having our 1st organizational meeting to talk about future
plans. New members welcome and enco~raged. Tuesday,
· ··
· ··
Sept. 19_. Senate Room, MUB, 7 p.m. ·
Theater-Actors from the London Stage perform ~~peci
version ofShakespeare's "The Winter's Tale." Johnson's Theaier, 7:30 p.m. Tickets at MUB Ticket Office; M-F, 10 a.m.-4
·
p.m.~ 862-229Q. Infonnation: English Dept. 862-1~_13..
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 20

-

MUB Mini Course Regisbjttion- Room 126, MUB, 9 a.m.
to noon arid 1 to 4 p.m. ·
Ben Thompson Day-Auction, Barton Hall, noon. Softb~ and vqlleyball games following auction'at Madbury Fields.

LEARNi lli2Q
DING
-BARTEN
EARN "EXTRA INCOME GET PROFESSIONAL TRAIN.ING AT
MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL ITS
EASY A~D FUN~ TEL (603) 659- 3718

CALL
·OR WRITE

TODAY

MASTER

~!.!!.~.~-~-~.!t..~..~.!!.9..9..~
. 84 Main Street
·Newmarket

- N.H.

03857

Red Cross alood Drive- Granite State Room, MUB, noon

~5~~

-

'

Women's Tennis- vs. Tufts. Field House, 3 p.m.
Fi~ld Hockey- vs. Boston University, . New Hampshire
·
·
H~. 3:30 p:m. r ·

,,
Russian Film Series- "Jazzman. "'Richards Auditorium,
Murkland, 4 p.m., $1 donation.
French Lecture /Film Series- "1 789." Richards Audito·
rium, Murkland, 7 p.m., $1.
QAIA: People for the Environment. 1st meeting ofUNH's
environmental group, to talk about campus_recycling, Earth
week and other plans for the year. New members Welcome.
Belknap Room, _MUB, 7-9

THURSDAY,SEPTEMBER2 1

-FRIDAY, SEPfEMBER 22
Last day to a~d courses without de~'s approval and
_
.
·
:without a $25 late add feel.

writefor TNH

Last dayto drop courses or change to audit without $25
late drop fee.
Last day to choose pass/fail option (undergrads)

call

Last day to ftJ.e an lntent to graduate form for December
·
1989 without late fee.
Last day to choose credit/fail (grads)
Red Cross Blood· Drive- Granite State Room, MUB,
noon to 5 p.m.

862-1490

Women's Tennis- vs. Mass. Field House, 3 p.m.
Field Hockey- vs. Colgate. New Hampshire Hall, 3 p.m.
SUBMIT INFORMATION TO THE OFFICE OF STU- DENT ACTMTIES IN THE MUB. CALL 862-1524 FOR
.~
FORMS AND DEADLINES.

MUB Mini Course _R egistration- Room 126, MUB, 9 a.m.
to noon an_d 1 to 4 p.'m. .
\

Red Cross Blood Drive- Granite State Room, MUB, noon
to 5 p.m.
American Studies Seminar- David Watters, Qept. o
English, "Women Reading the 'Man of Signs': Popular Culture
in Early New England," Hills_?Orqugh Room, MUB, 12:30 p.m.
M.~n·s Tennis~ vs. Bates. Field House, 3:30 p.~.
MUSO Film Series- "Days of Heaven." Strafford Room,
.
MUB, 7 and 9:30 p.m.
Theater- Actors from the London Stage, Shakei:;peare's
"The Winter's Tale." Johnson's Thea_ter, 7:30 p:m. Tickets a
MUB Ticket Office, 862-2290.
· Frenc,!i Lecture/Film Series- "1789." Richards Auditori~, Murkland, 8 p.m~, $1. _ ,
Health_Services Consumer Board- Organizational Meeting. Resource Room 2nd floor, Health Services. 12:30 p.m.

· ·.
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Ex pe rie nc e
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Y ear~ ook is looking for Moti vate d Indiv idua ls !
OPPO RTUN ITIES AVAILABLE FOR POSITJONS IN
, PHOTOGRA.PHY, WRITING, PROD UCTI ON,
. ADVERTISING, ANO COMP lTTER S ·

I

If interes ted, come by our office in the MUB, Room 125 ·
or call 862-1599 TOJ)AY! ·We want your input!
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By Tammy An.ms

. Uriiversity Police re- Greg Coweml8; and Michael
ports numerous arrests for -Luft, 19.\
Gary Morris, 24
unlawful possession of alcohol
over fae weekend. Students was charged by the UNH Police
Tohtn Farwell, 19; William -i,.vith an open containe17 violaM urphy, 18: Todd Bubar, 19; ·tion Saturday night.

, Lheir university

D UGLAS
Panama, where we are ., a , ture Douglas encouraged studomlnantecono :mic force, .(he is) dent involvement in govern:not sure wha t we (the U.S.) can ment. He also stressed the
importance of internships.
do to b ring a b out changes in
M att Combs , a senSouth 1-:Jrica. "
Thami Giyose, a j unior,
ior who helped organize the
said "'in certain areas h e program, said he "was over. (Douglas) seemed not to have whelmed wiih by the amount
the exa.ct · facts of issues of ·of people who showed up.
A.J.11erican involvement in the po- There was good cross-seclitico- economic arena. I didn't tion of the student populaexpect .him to ' have the
tion."
enti:relv
'/
.,
Douglas' appearance
facts ·because supposedly he specializes i:h government and j udi- was sponsored by the UNH
Young Republican~.
cial issues."
At the dose of the lee-

a

.

Di YS OF

CNH MODEL UNITED NATIONS MEETING: Thu!'8day, Sept. 21, Rm. 204, Horton, .
12:20-2 p.m.

GENERAL
MUB MINI-COURSE REGISTRATION :
"Add a Little Class"-take aMUB mini-course.
Choose from 13 different classes from draw-

EXCHANGE INFORMATION MEETING:
" ing to harmonica, ballroom dance, and mas- · , Find out how you can study at San Diego State "
University, U C, Santa Cruz or one of the 85
sage! Regis ter: Tuesday, Wednesday, and
campuses of the .National student exchange. ·
StudentActivi9/21.
9/20,
Thursday, 9/19,
Thursday, September 21 and Tuesday, Octoties Programming, Rm. 126, MUB, 9 a.m. to
ber 3, Carroll/Belkna p Rm., MUB 12:30 p.m.• ·
noon and 1-4 p.m. $20 per course fee due at
registration.
ORGANIZATIO NAL MEETING: Get involved with the Health, Services Consumer
MEETINGS
Board. Work on various projecis including the
PRIME TIME: Sponsored by Campus
Health Fair, Great American SmokeStudent
fun
of
time
a
for
us
Crusade for Christ. Join
out and Organ Donor Drive. Thursday, Sepand fellowship. Tuesday: Sept. 19, Carroll/
tember 21, Resource Room, '2 nd floor. Health
Belknap ~oom, MUB, 6:30-7:30 p.m.
Services
COMMITTEE ON CENTRALAME RICAUNH TRAIIBLON CLUB MEETING: A
lst meeting. COCA will be having our 1st orsupport/trainin g group for multisport enthu_ganizational meeting to talk about future
siasts. All skill levels, from novice to expert, are
plans- new members welcome and encourJoin the fun! Thursday, Sept. 21,
welcome.
MUB,
Room,
Senate
19,
Sept.
aged. T:µesday,
·
Room 38, FielcLHouse, 7 p.m.
7.p.m.
PEER SUPPORT GROUP FOR VICTIMS

UNHJUGGLING CLUBMEETING : Open
recreational juggling for anyone, beginner ot
rn;>t so beginner. Drop in and have fun! (Check
Info Desk for Room}, MUB, Wednesdays. 7 11 p.m.

HEAVEN
. Jl1vrl;yq _,fichmd.~ c1~ In
. ,.•~~-- ; -·":•

in Scotland. Strafford Room

, Hallway, MUB 3: 15 p.m . .

con~_in_ued -from page 1

·-1 ',-~-~

UNH COLLEGIATE 4-H , CLUB MEETING: Learn about a fun organization. No previ- ·
ous 4 -H experience necessary. i~Jl welcome.
Wednesday, Sept. 20, 'Rm. 140, Ham Smith, .
7:30 p.m. ~nformation: 862'..4307. "

ACADEMIC
STIJDY ABROAD IN SCOTLAND: Rep resentatives from University of St, Andrews
• will speak with students ab.out studying at

if£r- lttt.7rJft~ ,7fl1til

OF SEXUAL ASSAULT: sponsored by SHARP.
A free of charge and confidential peer support

SPRING BREAK NHOC TRIP: Information meeting for students, staff and faculty .
interested in sailing during 'S pring Break to
the Bahamas. Wednesday, Sept. ··20, Rm.

group for victims of sexual assault or at~
tempted assault will be meeting every-Wednesday throughout the academic year. Starting
Wednesday, Sept. 27. MUB 7-8:30 p.m.
UNH SKI CLUB ORGANIZATIO NAL
MEETING: ·sign. tip for membership and trips;,

Find out about the Ski Club and meet new
: ' people who love .tcfdo what we all love to do"'
GAIA- People for the EnvironrnenL 1st . . &ki!I Tuesday,_October 3, Strafford Rm, MUB'.
'
7-9 p.rn. ,
meeting of UNH's environmental group, to
.talk about Campus recycling, Earth week,
and other plans for the year. New membersSUBMIT INFORMATION TO THE OFwelcome. Wednesday. Sept: 20, Belknap
OF STIJDENT ACTIVITIES INTIIE MUB.
FICE
Room. MUB, , 7-9 p.m.
129.

\

Durham

Red
Cross
THUR SDAY Stafford,Rin in the Iv1 LIB
7:00 and 9:30
_$1 Student s $2. Non-stti dents

Presented by MUSO -

BIOod
Drive
now through
Friqay, Septe"1ber

-

22

froni 12 noon to 5pm ·
I

I

'

\
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to
grow '.: UP.-'.
by Karen .McDonalc;t
; I miss my parents so much~
- ~I: /, I never thought I'd ~very be saying
~ tli;at, especially when I remember, so
vitidly, the day 1·couldn't wait to leave
:fJ. h j nie and-start a life of my own. I had
I nter been·so eager about anything else
J itimy whole life. I felt that this was my
I cllance to spread my wings and prove to·
;!j myself and my parents that I could make
::w: itln this world.
:~ ·-. The problem is/I left home three years
~:} ago and those wings I was apparently
( {~ S½\'ppos~d to ·s pread haveh't left my side. I
;.:J s~ll find myself calling my parents when I
> n~ed a Shoulder to cry on or when I just
':., ne:ed to talk about what's going on in my
~~- . . .
-. life·~·_ 'Ifs likethis, my parents are my best ·
AND
:>Jriends . . .-They know everything about .J!ie,
:
.
.,
exen ~~r:tain.forbjdgen subjects ..th~t
.
_/ ::siblings rarely .discuss around 'their . .
·
<parents.
'\ The fact th-a t we're so close makes the
The Air Force has open- .
-i"miles between us. seem like worlds. So
ings
for .men ~ women in
many times I find myself saying, "I just
selected science and engineering
_ have to let go," but how can I let go of the
_
fields. To prepare }OU for one., }00 can
two people who havei>een holding on to
·, , apply' (qr an Air Force ROT,Cscholarship.
,.:m e for so- fong? Is there going to -be
S~ whc1t it can .do for }{)ll. Contact the·cam~'. someone there to pick me up if I start to
pus Air Force ROTC representative today.
:'_ break in p~eces? Well, I guess I know the
CAPT THOMAS MORGAN
":answer to that question·. I made it this
· 603-862-1480
. far, what's a few thousand miles more.
·Besides if I ever need them, they're just a
. phone call away, right?
O.K. - at thi~ tim~ everyone who is
reading this article -pr9bably w~ts to yak
Leadership fJlceJlence Starts Here
·at my sickening sentiment towards my · · parents . . To that 'r ll answer ... Isn't it
· about time, now that I'm 21, to pay some
parents could do for
is to kick me on ·attribute to my parents~. After all.without
iny butt and tell me rm on my own. I'm
. them where would I be, literally~
sure reality will sink in soqner later and _
I think the main reaso~ why I've
eventually rube able to establish a life
that's satisfies my needs.
·
decided to write about this subject is
because I'm feeling ·a little afraid of what's
I'm tom! I really want to be an
to become of me when my senior year
independent person. I wantto make my
ends in May. Will I be ready to teally ·let
own decisions and pay my own way but it's
-go of my parents· and spread those' good
not easy to let go -of the security that Mom
or wings? This time is for real. Once I
and Dad so graciously give me_. It's like- graduate my parentswon't be their to
taking a lollipop away from a kid and . pick me up when I fall. They won't be
everyone knows what a tough taste that is.
paying for the roof over iny head or the
Maybe I'm still a kid at heart. Yes, I
clothes on my back. -.
believe that's so. Oh, so what. I'll
_But actually I think that's the ·way_I
probably always be a kid; one who will
really want it because that's the only way - appreciate her parents to the very end~
I'm going to- become the independent
Hopefully by then my wings will be open
and I'll by !]ying like a pro.
·
person I so long to be.
best thing my
,),
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SCIENCE
ENGINEERING
·MAJORS!'
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THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE
ALCHEMIA BODYWORK
• REDUCES STRESS

11

,,

• ENLIGHTENS SENSITIVITY
• PROMOTES HEALING
•
INCREASES s·rAMINA

-STEPHANIE ANN LANE

603-742-1003

,

_ SY APPOINTMENT ONLY

me

The

;,1

-~sTANI..EY H. KAPIAN

J Take Kaplan OrTakeYour Chances
_Call For Details :

1-800-332-TEST

. THE NEW HAMPSHIRE TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 19, 1989

.Well ...

·. ·. The New Han1ps hi.r e
is in trrrestetl in !Jl,O fl.

Position ,open ·for ·a n Advertising Associate

*. in~ludes office hours to help _cµstomers in person and by phone
I

~

.,

.

.

'

,.

.. .

'

.,

.

'

_...

-

'

* fyiendly, outgoing personality needed:.
* comp't~nsated position
*.great experience and res~mem.at~riaH!
I

Stop by rm._110B in the·MUB .for more information and applications

I

MUB PUB
MOVIE S!!

\

REPO •MAN
9:30 PM .-

7- PM

FRI. & SAT. .NIGHT

~· FRI. & SAT. NIGHl
.

)

~~ ~

$~

,{
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For the
health ·of it

II

In

New Hampshire .

P~!!! ~a
Clwlt:e /or Quality .,Ince 1919 ~
T-Shirts .

fir_-;/

• Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Baseball Caps
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts •. Aprons • c·ustom Designs
In-House Art Dept.

603/431-8319

Autumn Pond Park. Route I 0.1. Greenland. NH 03840

216 Lafayette Road
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You're young, you're healthy, and there's a party on Young
Drive next Saturday night. The last thing that you want to
think about is your health. After all, you're part df one of the
most invincibly healthy age·groups in the United States. B_ut
despite-all the traumas and excitements of college life, your
health deseives your concern . . Here are ten health issues
that are affecting college students from Haivard ,t o Berkley:
1. STRESS : As riiany as 25% of today's college
. students may suffer enough stress to make them consider
dropping out. Generally, this occurs for two reasons; 1)
unstructured time 2) lack of time management.s kills. Stress
is not only damaging to your academic life, it can have
serious effects on your health as well. Stress can manifest
itself in the form of insomnia or in a bad case- of gnawed
fingernails.
· ·
2. NUTRITION : Dr. Helen A Guthrie, a University
of Pennsylvania Nutrition Professional, points out that "a
reduction of 4-5% in bodywaterwill result in a decline of 20~
30% in work performance." Maybe that's why you failed that
Cale. exam; not enough water in the old system.
3. AIDS: As ofAugust 1, 102,621 people have died
of AIDS in the Unit~d States.
4. RAPE: 15-20%. of college women have been
raped, and another 20-25% have been victims ofa.If attempted
rape.
5. PHYSICAL FITNESS : Whether it's racquet ball
or aerobics, college students all across the countty have
made keeping flt a major priority in their lives. So maybe that
across campus walk to class is worth it after all. 6. ALCOHOL AND DRUGS : 85~95% of college
students drink regµlarly. 20-25% have drinking probl~ms,
and two thirds of a college age population in one suivey
reported they had a friend with a drinking problem.
·7, DEPRESSIONANDSUICIDE: Overl,000college
students commit suicide each year. This statistic is two
times htgnen.han tnltienomialpopiifaflon. - ,----- -. •-: . ..
8. EATING DISORDERS : ·so % of all college
students have vomited to control their weight.
9. SLEEP DISORDERS :
a sUIVey done by Levi
Strauss on 6,500 college students, sleeping was preferred to
dating. How 'bout a slurp.her party?
10. SMOKING: 37% of men and 29% of women in
the United States still smoke. Ever consider the connection
between smoking and drinking?
You may not want to take the time to think about
your health, but you could be one ofthese statistics and not
even know it. Throughout the·year, this column will report
on each of these health issues and others to make it just a
little easier for you to consider your health
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Seen Your - friends
Lately?lt
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FRANl<.LIN FITNEC;~
C E N T· E R

W-EEK! \

Week Of: SEPT. 9~16

•.F ind Them At T'he Frankt-inl•

\

.PRESENTED

·same As It Ever Was . •
-

✓over

- BY

70 aerobic _classes weekly.

✓allnew huge aerobics studio...

- twice the size as last year.

fitness space th~n last year. _

■

✓our locker rooms.

✓huge

cardiovascular room. _

✓me_mbersh-ip plans ior everyone's wallet
-and schedule.... as low as
$75.00 tor tour months..

---plenty of member~-h ips l~ft.--

H

AY

s

p 0

D E· N
R T s

Junior Liz Brickley led the
Wildcats Fiekd Hockey Team to
· two wins this week as she scored
afil four goals in a 4-2 win over
North Atlantic Conference rival
- Univer~ity of Vermont, .
Wednesday. Brickley , of ,
Landenberg, PA scored the
winning goal against Virginia,
Saturday, as UNH defeated the
highly-regarded Cavaliers~ 3-0. ,.,
UNH now stands at 3-1 on the
season. Brickley is the team's
leading scorer with 6 goals and Qn
assist.
For her efforts, Brickley was
_
na11;1ed Nort Atlantic Player of ~he
week.

38 MainS'T.
'Durliam 'J\l:J{ 03824

:-:-:-:-:-:-:-: -: -:-:-:-: -: -:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:■:■:■: ■:-:■ : ■:■:-:■:■:■:■:■:■:■: ■:■:■:■: ■: ■: ■: ■:■:■: ■:■:■:■:■:-

FIND US AT OUR NEW ENTRANCE
ON PETTEE BROOK LANE.·
868-1105

H

-

·::::::::::::::::::111111:ri1~1u~:::::::::::::::::::~::1::::
: - : ..

Name; _Liz Brickley
Sport; "Field Hockey

•

,

/

✓more

,,

H

Look For The HRthlete Of
The Ueeka Every Tuesday, OHLY In
The He• Hampshire.

.
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-====P-HOTOSMITH====
868-1000
48 Main Street
. Durham
, (next to Young's Restqurant)

-------====,-=====================-------

.--.....:=

- AREAS MOST COMPLETE FILM PROCESSING
- LABORATORY
.
.
IN HOUSE COLOR PRINT DEVELOPING; EKTACHROME AND
COMPATIBLE SLIDE DEVELOPING;
OLD PHOTOGRAPH COPYING; ENLARGEMENTS; PRINTS FROM
SLIDES-

===========================------------------------

Dover, N.H;

Wed-- Ladie~_Night w/ Specials and
Promotions
.
Thurs--- UNH night~ no cover with your
UNH ID, except band,nights
· Fri & Sat--DJdancingall night long
* Doors open every night at 8:30
* . Every-night it's 18 & up
Sun--House music w/ DJ-Dale 9:00-2:00

Special Events:

, ,

Tues · Sept 26: Foxy Boxing don't
-miss itft Tickets $10.00 at the
club. / Show begins at 8:00
Photosmith Original Roll
and
Reprint Prices
*
*
*
*

12 Exposure ....................... $ 4.25
15 Exposure ... .-... ,,,.~ ............ $ 5.55
24 Exposure ....................,... $ 8.25
36 Exposure ....................... $ 12.00 -

'

.

Thurs Oct l'EHE FOOLS

:!qr f!U)Te info Ca{[:
: 742~0042 -

:

..
..
.

...
..

---!'jj

Vever 9-fouse 9-fea{tft C~re
wi[{ offer"90U

the,opportunity to 6ecof!ll a

·Certified'Jlurses-9tssistant,
· indutfing da.ssroom & dinicaf training
Mon.,Tues.,Thur. . 4-10 pm
please apply in person by Sept. 22
307 Pfaza fJJrive

'IJover, 9{1{

742-2676

--

The New .
Hampshire

is looking
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PRO_CHOICE.

continued from·
page 3
from the state of New
Hampshire, and we're on our
way," she added. The petition
will be sent to Congress in
,Washington.
According to Esmioll,
there will be a pro-choice march
on Washington on Sunday,
November 12. . Students for
Choice will be supplying buses
for anyone who is interested in
goiri'g. "'Three buses went down
(from UNH) last year," sh~. said.
· "We should be able to get more
people this year."
Esmioll also said the
group .is boycotting Domino's
Pizza because the owner, representing the company, supports
the anti-choice movement. Flyers
to promote the boycott will be
You can save literally days
Better algorithms and chip
·distributed throughout campus,
· of.work between now and
design help you finish much
she added.
gr~duation. Simply by using · faster and more accurately
an HP calculator. To keep
than their way. So, whether
Grob expects some oppo,
you from endlessly retracing you 're jn engineering, busisition on campus to the group's
your steps, ours have builtness, finance, life or social
efforts: "I notice my flyers being
in shortcuts. Such as the
sciences, we've got the best
taken down," she said.
unique HP Solve function .
calculator for you. For as;
There a better way.
"I want to get people
for creating your own form-'- little as $48.8,5. Check it out
stirred up." said Grob. "This is an
at your campus bookstore
ula~. Menus, labels and .
important issue and the univerHEWLETT
prompts. Program librades. or HP retailer.
sity needs it. This is_an apathetic
i1gebraic or RPN,models.
~/!.I PAC.KAR □
campus."
The next Student$
forChoice meeting will take
place on Wedne$dayat 7:30
in Hamilton Smith,_room
214. ,Grob said anyone is
welcome to attend.
hll!llllllll!lllilllllllllllllll'llillli!lllll!lllllllillllll!illllllll!!lil,Elli.,_lilill!i!llilllll'lllllmllllll!IIIB'llllilllllal!lllBllllllfllllllllflllllll!ll!lilllill!IIID-IBllllllllll!ll~lll!lilll!l!Bllllili\Ullllilililllllllllllllmilillllllllilil'l!lil!1lllllllllllllllllillllllllil!llllllllil.llmlllillllllllERlillllll!IIIIIBSlll!!!!lll'IBilllllil '
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the march to the a ssault and Saturday momingbetween -sites is to . bring across · the student l_e aders, ·trustees a nd
"image of UNH students say- key :members of the adminiing This is our campus, let's stration and faculty, according
make it safe so no more of to Student Body Vice-President
these incidents occur.'"
Chris Sterndale. :
Speak-outoi;-ganizers
Desmarais said it was
are ·e xpecting a large turnout · decided ~t these meetings that
for Tuesd_a y·s rally. "We're the speak-out was needed in
hoping for 1000 people," said order to vo1ce opinions and
Cindy Garthwaite~ ·
bring the topic of sexual vioThe speak-out plan lence out into the open. And,
was formulated and finaliz~d h€ s~id, 'The open forum forin meetings h eld last ~day . · mat is the -best way to do it."

If You Dri.n k,
Don't Drive

'

'

·.8 62-1414 .
~

.

Fridgy -Saturday

l_Opm-2-p m .

· *Foithe studen)ts, by · th~ students ·
'
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Rep. Barpey Frank, the Mass~chuset ts·
Democrat, should be admired for histenacity,
applauded for his work on Capitol Hill, ·
chastised for his personal judgement and
pitied for his stubbom~ss.
. Frank, as has been well documented
in newspapers, had a relationship for less
·
than a year with a male prostitute named
Stephen Gobie.· During that time,,Goqie had a·
fr~e rull'of Frank's Capitol Hill house, a run
free enough to enable Gabie to allegedly run a
sex~for-hire ring from there, apparently · ·
without Emnk's knowledge.
-Frank has also admitted to using
House privileges to erase parking tickets that
- Gabie _acfumulated while using Frank's c·a r,
as well as writing letters to Gabie's probation
officer on official stationary keeping officials
up-to-date on Gabie's employment as Frank's·
houseboy.
The House Ethics Committee is
launching a thorough investigation into
Frank's activities, at his request. Frank has
stated_that he .wants the publi~ to. know all
the facts, and thus he'll allow the
investigation to go forth, instead of resigning

place to purge yo~r inner dem~ns is not in
and ensuring that the details never com~ to
. . _
. . .
of the whole .nation.
front
.
.
light.
Franlc
Globe,
Tfie'Bo~ton
to
According
i,s
.Wp.y h~'s subjecting himself to tll~s
.has said that if he.decides fl:ie investigation or
..
-beyond. comprehensio n.
t~~y.~ fair itse~has harmed his ability as an
s
a
:
career
Frank has had a distinguished
advocate, he ~ill not run fot :i:-e-el_ectio:n. This
for_
kudos
earning
a congressman, particularly
always been a sticey issue. The Kennedy
has
·
an
had
He
AIDS.
·against
struggle
leading the
always pops-up _in these situations
question
his
.from
support
of
mou~t
a
_
impressive
womanizing have any bearing on
JFK's
(did
·
started
scandal
the
of
word
before
constituents
to filter·out. · He remains a popular man. He . his effectiveness .as a leader?), and there's no
could resign now and retain a large chunk of his real evidence of a link between what a
· . , · politician does iil his private life and his
·
. . _
dignity. .
But instead he requests a public forum capability to_lead. Frank's situation is slightly
different, because he com,~tted -a few minor ·
on his mi_sdeeds. H~s name will get s_ullied as
but of course his actual a_bility isn't
crimes,
_
.
,
more
~th
relationships
admitted
ofl1is
details
·
d.
diminishe_
be
should
(It
surface.
will
than one prostitute
ption of his
public:s,perce
the
But
the
isn't
.
homosexuality
Frank's
that
here
noted
issue; anyone adr,nitting to a few relationships effectiveness will aimost certainly decline after.··
with prostitutes would get their name dragged _o pen hearings. Yo_u can't liste:g to accounts of
through the mud.) What can he-gain from this? someone's dealings with prostitutes and come
He demonstrates.tremendous co_urage in doing out with a higher.opinion of that person.
Barney Frank _is a good, effective
this: how many of us would appreciate having
congressman. But he has almost nothing to
our. private lives so carefully scrutinized?
Yet. he also demonstrates a tremendous gain and a tremendous amount to lose if he
stays in office throughout the inve~tigations'.
foolhardiness·. His apparent need to reveal all
Frank, as the saying goes, should get while
sect ets seives no constructive purpose. The
. •·
· ,
the getting's good.
1

•

,I

Letters
In response to these . to the extent possible within
8th, at approximatel y 7:30
the University has the ·. residence halls and
attacks,
19
a
p.m. The vicitim. was
J Gregg Sanborn
Greek houses to encourage
year-old UNH student and taken the following steps:
students to take safety
herassailantw asastranger.
.
precautions at all times.
Dear Students, Faculty and The Durham Police are
are
.we
1.
:Associate Vice President and
Staff:
currently continuing . the cooperating fully with the
and ·
Staff
5.
investigation ofthisinciden t Durham and University
Three iru;idents have in cooperation with the UNH Police Departments to insure . University Chaplains will
Deanfor Student Affairs
occurred within the past Administrcttio nand theUNH a co_m prehensive and offer special .programs to
week tha~ have deeply ·Police Department.
, . thorough investigation. We support concerned students.
disturbed t _h is community
are committed to seeing that
Despitethesee fforts,
·and have 'brought a sense of
are .
--The University the perpet.rators
sorrow and outrage to our . Police apprehended and app·rehended
and/or itisnatpossibl etoguaraiitee
the personal safety of each
campus. I want you to know arrested an individual at prosecuted.
individual who works or
the facts and ui reassure ·. approximatel y 8:00 p.m. on
you that we wiU do ail we Monday, September 11 thfor
2. UNH student studies on our campus.
can to create a safe stabbing .a 19 year-old UNH . leaders are taking increased Protecting personal safety
the , active
environment for everyone.
student. The assailant and :responsibility for each and · requires
what thevictim-knewoneanoth er. every member of the student parti'c ipation
and
is
Here
happened based upon the · Theassailant wasnotaUNH body. A meeting of student assumptfunof responsibility
infomcition available for student. The victim is·under- leaders • was held . on of all members of the UNH
·
release at this time:
medic<1l care at Wentworth- September 11th and plans community.
t~is
hope
I
toimprovethe
her
areunderivay
and
Dougl_a ss Hospital
· -A UNH student was condition continues to safety • and
general information gives you a
assaulted off campus in the improve.
environment of the campus. better understandin g of the ·
vicir:iity ofPet tee Brook Lane
For· example, the UNH Greek · situation at UNH. if you have ,
around l a.m. on Fri.day,
Our hearts are with System has· volunteered to any questions ·o·r wish to
The - the victims of these vicious staff the .UNH Safe Ride · expressconce ms,pleasefeel
8th.
September
assailant wcis a stranger. assaults. We know they have Program for the academic free to contace the Student ·
Development Office at 862Police suffered deeply and this h~ year.
Durham
Th.e
2050. Please know that UNH
Department, in charge ofthe affected those close to the
take all reasonable steps
will
to
continuing
case, is
3. Residence Hall
victims as · well as the
investigate the incident and community as a whole. while staff are increasing regular to make the campus safe for
is working closely with the ' we cannot fully appreciate . patrols
each all of us. We need your
-within
and
University Administratio n the hurt in comparison to residence hall. Some halls ·cooperation
effort.
this
in
participation
Police.
and the University
those who have been directly _ have chosen to keep ' all
affected by these incidents, external doors locked 24
aggravated we have all been -h urt by this . hours a day.
--An
felonious se:X~al assault affront.to respect and caring
occurred on Madbury Road for others. This constitutes .•
Educational Sincerely,
4.
in the vicinity of -Garrison ail assault against-UNHi tself programs will be expanded
AvenueonFrid ay, September. and will not be tolerated.

Assault s

~

.

,

Voice .your
opinion !
Send us a
letter! ·
And,
.most
importa ntly-,
make'
sure it's
typed!
Submit /to

rm. Jql,
MUB.

I
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~-·.:, by Lee -Rosenfielct
i

How would it feel to be called a nigger,
granola, or ~pik? Or,what about queer, dyke,
dumhjock, or frat rat? Have you ever heard
someone tell .an ethnic or some other petverse .
joke fu·a t you did not think was funny and
wisheµwasrieversaid? Accordingly, thesenam~s
· and comments hurt yo~. insult you, or at least
may in some way offend-you.
Howwoµld you feel if you were raped on
your way home from class one night or you were•
jumped outside your dormitory late one night?
Perhaps, you would feel as if you were violat~d ·
or your rights were infringed upon. ·
I would like to take this opportunity to .
share with you a terrible thing that happened to ·
me ju,st last week as I walked down the front
stairs of the MUB leading to the MUB PUB. This
event so infringed upon my rights as a Jew that
I felt compelled to express my feelings to my
fellow schoolmates and colleagues. I am not
looking for sympathy, but I am looking for
1,J.nderstanding that. such action should never
have happened and should never occur a;gain.
On September 5, after lo'ng, relaxing
summer, I noticed three swastikas spray painted
in red on the wall facing the windows of the MUB
PUB. For those of you who do not know what a
swastika is, itisaformofNeo-Nazipropaganda.
It is a symbol of N¥i-Germany during World
War U (also called The Holocaust) in which over
6,000,000''Jews were -e xterminated. When I.see,a swastika-, I remember what my ancestors and
many of my own family member s went through·
as they were helplessly massacred. I also ponder
how prevalent anti-Semitism still is in mode~
day soc_!ety. I am frightened, angered, and
annoyed . that such ·hatred still exists today'.
Unlike my ahcestors, I am not helpless. I can do .
1

a

something about it. If nothing else, I can proudly . human interrelation.ships, it is bound to have a
•
•
•
'
.
I
admit that I'ain a Je~·.
disintt:gtattng •e jfect ott community life. The anttAlthoughtheswa~tikashavemostlybeen . Semitic attitude obeys an irrational trend which
removed, I ask you to go look at the permanent throughout history, has- cost .mahy ·millions of
marks left ori the MUH wall which will forever innocent lives.
make a statement ,about anti-Semitism and
I agree with what Simmel has to say.
prejudice on this carripus. I only hope that this
incident can educate us in · the evils · of ·A merica is far •too advanced for this kind of
discrimination and the grief and angtiish .· it ·. persecution. we · exist within a democraey
whereby all people have the right to live the way
causes for all of us.
In the words of Ernest Simmel, in his ·they choose as long as it is done lawfully and
book Anti-Semitism: A So_cial Disease, anti- . respectfully:Thisincludesreligiouspreferences,semitism is a danger not only to the Jews but to · sexual preferences, ano t~e list goes on. ·
a moment to take an aside
Permit me
all civilization. Simmel states
and analogize my point. H9w would you feel if
youweretoldthatyoucouldnotgotochurchon
Germany's d.efamatiDnofherJewish
Sunday, -orbelongtothe fraternityorsorortty ·of
Citizenry as an imaginary enemy· absolute" your choice? How about if you could not choose
was the initia{ measure that culminated in
which classes you wanted to take or see your
global war and brought on a world-wide
boyfriend/girlfriend when you wanted? Most
holocaust of hate and destruction. Today,
_likely, this would bother you, anger you, and
Germany lies mat~rially and morally in ruins. _·
above all, would infringe upon your rights as an
America, however, has emerged from the war
American. Well then, ·what makes a Jew so
the rhostpowe,jul natiDh in the world and; as
such. will set the standards for future political · ·different? We are not .asking to be . put on
and ethical values be_tween nations and wit!_1-- · pedestals or given special attention_, We. are
asking that we be allowed to pursue our lives as
in nations.
we wish without being threatened ·for our
religious choice. Th~ mere spray painting of a
Simmel goes on to ask the question,
way that my
is one
swastika on the MUB wall
I'
\
.
personal democracy is threatened.
·What would happen to the United States
Ihaveq.fav9,,:r.Jo.;a s,k to.who,m.ev.er,painte9-;,-f, ..
- andto ·citJilizatiDn, shouldanti-Semitismbecome ·_
the swastikas. If you are unable to see my point
a leading ideology there?
of view or do not want to see my point of view,'
t~
stand up for what you believe ~ and profess
_He answers:
your beliefs proudly instead of hiding behind
Anti-Semitism is i[rational and sini it · the anonymity of your cowardice attacks
· dethrones - reason as t!1,e· regulating powe . ITT ·

for

Lee Rosenfield is the president of Hillel, the
Jewish Student Organization at UNH.

.

Come together ~d speak out

by Richard Fawcett
In 1987, Gary Fecteau walked into ·thtr(y ·at night is now a dangerous· time to
the unlocked house of an unsuspecting walk about Durham. Something needs to
UNH woman : He proceed~d into her be done about this.
Tonight, a speak out will be held for
bedroom and attacked her. Alone .in her
bed, this young lady helples~ as the attacker the University community to voice their
beganto violate her most sacred possession: concerns c;:ind opinions about -the 'r ecent
. incidents and about sexual violence.
·
her body. .
. In 1988, the Un_iversity . of New· Followiqg this' will be a candlelight march
Hampshire was home to eight reported to the different attack sights. All will begin
·
aggravated felonious se{llal assaults. one at 6 p.m. on the lawn of T-Hall.
order
in
required
is
attendance
Yo.ur
·
_
daylight.
of these assaults occurred in broad
Unfortunately, eight is only the reported to prove that the University community will
number. How many cases go unreported? not put up with these acts violence from
on: · September 5, . 1989, classes deranged people. It is time for us all to come
began. Three days later two sexual assaults together and speak out against sexual
occurred . .In one of the assaults, .the victim violence on our campus. As a member of
~as able to ·escape; the other was raped. · the University cornniunity, attend the speak
Both -victims will be permanently scarred out and candlelight march. Help those
due to the malicious intentions of one unfortunate victims by showing _your
twisted individual. Is this the way to begin support.
·
·
,
he year?
The second assault occurred atdusk Richwd Fawcett is nn editor for the Student ·
op a Friday rtight on Madbury Road. Seven Press.
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How do you keep Mom & Dad informed
about campus news, sports, & events?
·Subscribe to The ·New -HampSh.ire
of course 1·
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Only $ 13 per semester or $ 25 p0r y9ar
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Arts ·Qnd Entertaiome nt
,,,

New Stones Tunes

Side · 1 is · the ,,.record's · "Rock and a Hard Place~ is a
by John Turner
Tne new Rolling Stones strengtli: "Sad Sad Sad" opens little boring, and the general ·
record is out, Steel Wheels · things on a high rockin' note. lack of order hurts side 2 more
it's called. The album comes This is the Stones as they are than side 1. _On a song-by- ~
outafterthreeyearsofinternal thought of now, as theywill be song basis, "Almost Hear You
conflict in which no albums thoughtoffiftyyearsfromnow: Sigh" . is a ~uperb example of
It's
'appeared-:- and it seemed that "Brown Sugar" vintage latter-day Stones.
nomorewould. ButtheStones, · material. Next is the current synthesizersseemdangerously
regular guys who've held the single, "Mixed Emotions." Its close to Phil Collins, but that's
· same job for 25 years now,_ taut, minimalist chords shake the wa:y it is. Love it or leave it.
"Mixed "Break the Spell" is real blues,
came back just like wobbling anc;l reverberate.
Weebles and pounded out a Emotions" is a great song. for ·t hose who don't like MickLikewise "Terrifying;" a as-Phil. "Continental Drift" is
record this year.
Was it worth the wait? hypriotic funk song complete a little weird with its Moroccan
Sure, whynot? Is it good with with Mick dancing his way instruments and singing, but
a goodness which .only. God, through the lyric line .. "Hold on it's not distasteful like .. In
tl\e Rolling Stones, and a few to Your Hat" starts off like a ' ·A notherTime"offTheirSatanic
others perceive? That a . tall songAWOLfromaLedZeppeliri Majesties Request. "Slipping
order. Steel Wheels doesn't album. By the end, Richards · Away": great song or trifle? I
-strikemeasbeingasgood, say, . hasenteredinandoutofBeny- don't k~ow yet. It may grow
· as Keith Richards' Talk Is mode, and Charlie Watts' more onme.
And that's the way it is
· Cheap LP, or Tattoo You. It's drumming bites back, engaging
· a little thinn~r than Stones the, listener in a way that pure. . with this whole record. I don't
·. LP should be (i.e., Mick ain't at plagiarism couldn't. ·c reat know what to make of it. Odds
.hisverymostinterestinghere). artists steal, but their style in are, about three weeks from
And ~t·s a, little less rocking thieving gives them ownership. nowl'll. realize the triumph of
My favorite song is "Blinded genius which has been sitting
·
than· Richard::::.' r~cord was.
One problem_(which is not by Love." Somewnere a cross on mtturntable: Ifl do realize
on the order of a cancer but of between "Far Away Eyes" and this, I'll let y'all know. That's
a good sized,wart) is that the "Beast of Burden" of Some what happened for me with
album'spoorlysequenced: with Girls, "BlindedbyLove"issung Richards' LP and with Some
"Rock and a Hard Place" its _by a Mick Jagger sounding like Girls and Tattoo You. Despite
twelve songs are one too many· ' he's at Hank Williams Night their reputation for rewriting
for ·me already, and they are' deep in his cups. The lyrics tell the same · song over and over
not in very ooherent order. The of the love-caused falls of Mark . again 1 Stones records are
Stones have had great success Antony, Samson, and Edward, actuallyamongthemostsubtle
with fast·side / slow side format Prince of Wales who abdicated . _ listens in the :rock music w~rld .
. on Tat .oo You and Exile on to marry Mrs. Simpson. "The Rightnow,SteelWheelsseems
Main St.' So, there's a few Philistines paid fot Samson's like a hodgepodge, worth
problemshere. Butthere'salso1 .,, .blind rage. The secrets that ~uying for half of 'its dozen
bymyreckoniilg, sixwonderful . two lovers shar~ should never songs. Perhaps like a Poiaroid
photo I've only yet seen llalf of
songs and almost as many have been betrayed."
Side 2 doesn't fare so well~ the-life of Steel Wheels. l hope
near-greats.
so. '

a

Spike Lee stars in Shes' Gotta Have It.

Nothi~g to do tonight? Rent one of thes~ flicks:

Tapeheads: Starring John Cusack and Tim Robbins · (of Bull Durham fame). 1\vo childhood buddies go into
the musio video business and wind up in the middle of
a political scandal. ~ hysterical comedy featuring
~ameos by such people as ~ed Nugent and LyleAlzado. :
Shes Gotta Have It:- Spike Lee'sl~ok ata woman and
the three men ··she's ·involved with plays like · a
documentary· as _.it chronicles ·_. their str:ange
relationships. Although the- movie has been called
sexist, the cinematography is interesting and Spike
Lee's portrayal of "Mars"ris enough to'_ make it worth
your time.

Sea ·ofLoVe
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and a good · supporting ·cast.
by Marc A Mamigonian
The basic plot to· Harold Pacino· is almost always right
Becker's Sea of Love has a on target ?.S the veteran .
lq_ng greybeard and walks with detective 'caught of guard_;b y
a crooked gait, but despite this Bar kin's straight forw;:t'.t d
and some other significant sensuality._ Bark.in, in turn; is
·flaws, the· movie manages to completely ·1n synch with her
put across a fair amount of ,character, as she moves in our
nervous tension and what perception from cheap thrills
passesforeroticisminAmerican seeking tramp to potential
film. It also marks the return of murderess to sensitive mother
70's to potential murderess and
diminutive
gaunt,
superstar Al Pacino, who is back. Hers is an oddball talent,
pairedwithwouldbe80'ssexpot to be sure, but a formidable
one..
Ellen Barkin.
Other than the gootball
. '.' The -vener able . plof is -. a~ .
follows: Pacino is co-heading ending, my other major pet
(with John Goodman, of ABC's peeve , was the . music in the
laugh riot Roseanne) an film. It is not all bad; in fact, it
investigation of a series of makes very effective use of Phil
murders. Barkin is a prime Phillips ·classic ..Sea of Love;"
suspect, but- go figure- Pacino repeated over and over again.
falls in lust with her and But(andthisisacomplaintnot
becomes convinced of her with this film only) when will
innocence (well, guiltlessness, anyone figure out how to convey
at least). The plot is quite a ..steamy atmosphere" with
than
other
astonishingly predictable, and something
the predictability is notrelirved saxophones. In movie parlance, ·
by the ridiculo~s. out ofnowhere sax has .equalled sex since God
surprise climax. Directors knows when. I'm sick of it. It
would do well to heed Alfred is boring~ From now on, no
Hitchcock's dictum that ther.e more se·nsuous saxophones,
· is more to suspense than okay? I have no alternatives in
(contrabassoon. ·
mind
surprise.
Relief from banality comes perhaps), but enough, already..
o,
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The StOne Roses
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Rdpping School!} D and,
By Sean Carroll

dismally
as
anything,
depressing, ifnot more so, than
most male rappers seem to be.
Schooly D Records, RCA
The other even more
surprising thing about this
Schooly's follow up album album,
cor:iside-r ing its
to last year's acclaimed Srrwke obsession with Black power,
SomeKili isriloreofthevolatile · are . frequ_e nt references to
for those of you Blacks as "niggers" or "bitches."
same.
unfamiliar with the name, There are continuous samples
Schooly D is a · rap/ scratch/ · of Richard Pryor, making such
sampling house master. I references, including an entire
talked this one over with the sketch called ·"Super Nigger"
Humpman, DJ on WUNH'scity with background scratching.
sounds .show, and we both What makes this even more
agreed that this on~ is, if problemaUc is that Pryor
anything, better than his last himselfhas given up using such
album, though the H -man terms as counterproductive.
added that didn't necessarily There are plenty of additional
Sc' vmuch. The main complaint
examples, but why belabor the
he 11ad was the sound quality; point? Some of this seems to
the album sounds like it was be intended as angry or even •·
recorded ·on a two track. The tongue in cheeklyrtcs, but some
roughness may have· been of it simply happens in
intentional, it's hard to say, incidental lyric~.
Yet,
but it's definitely there.
maddeningly, there is an entire
Of the twenty tracks on this song whose endless chorus is,
album, almost all are as "Don't call nigger, whitey."· I
politiciz~d as the album's title couldn't · agree more; but the
mainly question is why isn'tit rac:ism
suggest,
might
addressing racial issues. There when Schooly refers elsewhere
is a refreshing lack of on the album to Blacks and
mainstream rap's tiresome Whites as "nigger" and
egomaniacal tirades (anything '"whitey?" Although it may be
by Tone Loe comes to mind). argued that this is simply street
Instead of aphrodiesiac drinks, talk, the album is left with
Schoolly concent~ates more internal contradictions that are
than half his album on what tt hard to reconcile.
means to be Black in: "Black,"
Sb ... this album is not for
"Education of a Black Man," everyone, for various reason&. '
"Am I Black Enough foryou?" On the other hand, some of the "Waterfall" on the album, it's a . the Velvet Underground .. The substance." There is really not
etc, life -in a grim_city "Gucci cuts are excel1ent. Although bit like listening to .1)1e same . album0wraps up with "I amthe much defense for the Stone
Again," which may be the best ·the liner note paranoiacs might , song twice in a row (which.it is, Resurrection, "which turns into Roses on that score; the album
cut on album, and "Livin' In the disagree, this is a choice you in a sense).
a fairly self-indulgent but still is n~t especially g~ound Jungle" and the lifeless "Get have to make for yourself.
The Roses also show· in interesting eight-plus minute breaking musically, nor is it
Off Your Ass and get Involved,"
very weighty lyrically. But .so
various places the ability to guitar jam.
which is the same pair of The Stone Roses
This album, though full of what? What it is is a fine record·
· play slower, more restrained
samples, repeated about twenty The Stone Roses
stuff, like "Shoot You Down," happy-sound, is easy prey for . of eminently listenable music.
, times.
the old complaint: "lacks
whichsoundsinpartsabitlike
Silvertone Records {RCA)
Musically as well as lyrically,
this . album is generally a
The Stone Roses are orie of
refreshing change from most _the best, most pleasing bands
music of its kind: it is strangely I've heard in quit~ awhile. The
restrained. In most of these s_tyle . of this British group is
songs Schoolly develops a slow basically pop with a highly
but danceable rap, that is all produced,
lafter-day
his own, and makes interesting psycbe'delia sound, like the
listening. ·
,California . band, The Thr~e
There are some things about O'Clock. If you have never
At The University Art Galleries:
·this album thatmaymake some heard -of tllem, think of the
The Artists Revealed : 1989 Studio Faculty Exhibition.
people uneasy, however. For la,ter Monkees, when they got a
one thing, most pop stations lot more trippy, although the
Located in the PCAC Art Gallery until October .8, 1989. Exhibiting artists will
will be glad __ to see that this comparison isn't great - these
be giving gallery walks ( Sept. 28 and Oc_t 5) as part of the ·Brown Bag Series~
album which contains so much gQys have a lot oftalent.
Thursdays at noon.
of the racial/political material
The songs vary widely in
· that sends them into a tizzy, tone and tempo, but most of
·also is labeled (at least my copy them feature a lot of pleasantly
Five Actors from the London Stage
was), "E;q>licit Lyrics and Liner distorted guitar, shimmering
will perform Shakespeare's The Winter's Tale tonight and Thursday night at
Notes." Most of this album will cymbals, . and,
mixed
probably _never see much somewhere underneath, airily
7:30 in
commercial airplay in this area. echoingvocals. There are quite .
the Johnson Theater of PCAC.
Outside of buying it, WUNH is a ·variety of songs, including
,your only hope for hearing some dizzy, nearly pop efforts like
of it, unless edited versions are "Sugar Spun SiE;;ter" and the
The Brown Bag Series:
· released, as with Schoolly's last somewhat
surrealistic
A printmaking Demonstration will be given by Scott Schnepf at noor,i on
1
- '"Elephant Stone," which is one
_
.album.
Thursday,
Apart from the · songs the The Roses' singles, as well
are
there
already mentioned,
· Sept. 21.
as possibly the best song on
somewhichare, unfortunately, the album. It continues with
· less socially activated; the best the slower, almost lyrical
Celebrity Series:
example is the excruciating "Waterfall," and its follow up,
Emerson String Quartet with Menahem Pressl~t, piano, begins the
The
which
"
Nothin',
"Pussy Ain't
"Don't, Stop,·. which seems to
.will probably tum off most be the music of "Waterfall"
impressive schedule of visiting performances brought to the University by the
.women )Vho hear it. The title played backwards, with new,
UNUCultural Events Committee. This performance will take place Monday,
might as well be-..women Ain't , more trippy vocals added in
September 25, in the Johnson Theatre.
Notbin'." Unfortunately; it's a ("Don't stop, isn'Ut funny how
Jaded, dehumanized, nasty you shine?"). The result is
little song. In his attitude quite interesting, although
toward women, Schoolly is,_if since it is placed.directly _after

SchoolyD
Am I .Black Erwugh for You?

,Upcoming ·Events. • •
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Taking The
.
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I

\

.

. .

-LEAD -*

*

. The
Was-hington
Center

. I.

- (j-ain tfie _
competitive edge. ■
- 'Earn 16 credits •
towards
graduation.
- Meet friends
from around tlie •
country,

I

: ·

your future .
■ I
- !Ju{{ti,ne
•
• · internsfiip
in your
major.
•
- stimulating
•
seminars and l{ctures! ·

.

A

SAM

.Wednesday, September 27
10-12 noon and 2-3pm
.·Reading Rm - Mcconnel I Hal I · ·
. ct·l!\nr;t,a::C-··J.w.,
i'~ -..J. (~Qi
ift~,n!n
II g,1 1
·1
., · •·• h . I\J ,. _; d
1

.... ./

" · _1

;

·_

.·· ; .

Mcconnel I Hal.I, Rm.120
Phone: 862-3385

*

• _The Washington Cent.er Internship:
D.ontG.raduate Without-lll --•-~r--· ---.
.

'

•

:

-*:.

--------------------------~---------~~~--.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED .
FOR SAFE RIDES
.

.

--NO experience neccessary
--Driver/Dispatch positions
--:All students welcome
~- Don't need your own ear

·C ome se,e what we•:re all about!!!!

\

\,V ednesday

September 20th, 1989
· 7:00 pm
Memorial Union Building ,, MUB ·
·
Merrimack Room
·
Safe !l{i,des ---- 5'L -student 01lJaitization ;. __ We provide an a[temative
·_ for tfrinkf,ng and.driving.

!..-.
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1989 IBM FAIR
Thursday, September 21
1Dam-4pm
Thompson Hall Court}'ard

.· Featuring:

.

.

· IBM Personal System/2 Computers • ··.·. ·
IBM Info Window System ·. ..
-Interactive VideodiskTechnology · ... · ·
IB.M Desktop P,ublishing
.IBM Music Feature
,

.

IBM Audio/Visual Connection
....

,'

••·.~. -

.. '

1.\•

~

.

~

~

~:;;-

~

/

.

.. "./,~

.

-. - ~··

~

..

.... .

IBM Printers .
: Software representatives f ram: · · · · . ·· .
. , · Aldus, Microsoft, WordPerf.ect, Prodigy

Prizes: .

·

Free ·Gifts
. .
· Vuarnet Sunglasses •giVen away every hour! .
- Enter the IBM Model 25 Giveaway ,
· ·
. ·. Enter the IBM .National Giveavvay
- grand prize: Jeep Wrangler

Refreshments: ,
Free BEN.& JERRYS Ice .Cream .

\.._

Donated by LAGO & SONS DAIRY

--- - - ------.
~·
·
------... --·-- ·
---

-

-

-

. . 1111r' -

...,

I

For IBM product information co~tact:
THE UNIVERSITY T,ECHNOl-OGY CENTER · ROOM 14A _

. THOMPSON HALL
(603) 862-1328
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CoITie to the Fair and save on the IBM PS/2. · ,
Mccttlw IBM Personal Svstem/2(1<' and find out how casv it
is to us(,. With the PS/2.® y;m can get your work done and ·
still have tin1e for fun. \()ll can organize vour not(\~., writ(\

f •·
U

"

~

~ F--~~~-~.:_ ..:,~ .._:. : '

,;100Wlmfi:::22il~,:,
.:.::~,'.c£!;,£tl!'f/Ji/Jl{fjfjtt.'«j;:?

~nd n-vise your papers. and ('feat'.' smart~looking graph.. ,.
w;; to make a good rcport even better. ,\nd bcst of aIL
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>S/·)
.
I
.
J
· 1- I .,
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71
you can get a l .. ::. at a specia stm en~ pm 1· t iats
1nore than fair.
·
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.Congratulations t9 M_o nica Mankowsky, winner of the So~y Walkman
giveaway at registration -I
For IBM product information contact:

~·

THE UNIVERSITY TECHNOLOGY CENTER
ROOM·14A
-THOM.P,SON .HALL
- (-603) 862-1328
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- O · Meet

anc£ work witfi committee{ students -

.·.fJlttenc£ seminars, to {eamskjffs in wori(fng_witli others
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/
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1·11 SORRY MY JRETTY \JE
NO LONGER UA\IE ANY PARK-I NG SPACES DIRECTIY ON TH£
CAMPUS BUT \)£, DO HAVE A
TOUTS

OKAY. OKAY. I'LL TAKE IT.
HERE 'S MY LAST

I

Kurt e.'~rebs

THE NEXT SUVTTL£ \.JJLL
B£ LEAVING LUNAR LOT
IN FIFTEEN M1NUTES.

HUNDRED BUCKS.___,_ . .,-,._,_,__.
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by Rick Sawyer
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The. Media Child
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by Jeff Harris
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-c1assified
FOR SALE

For sale - 1983 Nissan truck, ·
Kingcab, bed liner, 5 ~pd. Air
conditioning,
38K, $2000 - 868-2750.
1981 Honda Accord i.X. 2·- door
hatchback. 5 spd, AM-FM
cassette. $650
or best offer. Call Tim at 8622714 mornings or 659-3028
evenings.
1975 Volvo wagon, 60K on
rebuilt engine, AM-FM cassette,
$1500. Also 1974 Plymouth
Valient, lOOK. Good shape, runs
well. $650. 942-8144.
lf.S6 Red Yugo. 62K. Runs well.
$1100 or b/o. 431-2186 after
7pm.
Bicycle for sale: Shogun Alpine
GT. _27" frame. Perfect for tall
riders.
.
18 spcl: x-country t01~rer, also
good sport racer. New condition.

Experience :862.:.1184
COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJORS
DON.!'f MISS OUT!! The
opportunity is available to build
your resume;_while programming
for money. Call Field Experience
now :862-1184
WORK.STUDY - General library
work. May include typing, filing,
computer data entry, bar coding
books, shelving ~ooks, inventory,
other library work as ·needed.
Accuracy and attention to detail
very imporu;mt. Abilify to type
preferred. Must use judgement .
referring problems to. supervisor.
$6/hr:.,
10-20 hr/wk. Contact Susan
McCanq - 427-1540
.
HOUSING

bike priced to sell at $250. Call
John 432-5191.

DUR!fAM-2 Bedroom Apt. in
private home, walking distance.
Share with responsible, female
non-smoker. Spacious, nicely
furnished. $275/month each and'
heat, 9 month lease. Call Pele
Harris 868-5182. References
·please.

_1985 Renault Alliance
"Convertible". 39K, still under
warranty. Must sell

FOR RENT NEWMARKET 2 BR$480 per month, -includes heat
and HW, off-street parking, on ·

(need·money for grad-. s.c.hool).

Kart-Van. Please call 868-2281

$3995 . Kathy 7 42-0247 leave
message

eves.

A$500

1979 Subaru wagon. Excellent
commuter car. One owner.
Runs great. Great condition.
Price is right $100 as is. 8682211.
HELPWANTED

Monitor libraxy second floor to
assure that library users are
conducting themselves 'in an
appropriate manner, as
determined by libraxy's rules.
Monitor expected to walk around
second floor during evening.
When no one requipng attenti9n,
monitor may do studying. Must
deal effectively with people, so
atmosphere conducive to
studying is maintained.
Cooperative, polite, fum manner
required. $4.50/hr., M-Th., 69pm. Contact Susan
McCAnn 427-1540. Workstudy
only.
Students ~d clubs to join the .
'89-'90 Student Travel Services'
Sales Team.
·
Earn CASH and or FREE Winter
and Spring Break vacations.
Travel with the best to our
exciting ski and sun
destinations. For more, info., call
l-800-648-4849

Roommate wanted-22Young
Driye, completely furnished,
reasonable price, call 868-8687.

PERSONALS

message.

back-Yours truly Karen and Mike

GUITAR INSTRUCTION-ALL
STYLES:. .,Jazz, Acoustic, Steel,.
string, Classical, Folk, Rock:
Serious beginners to advanced
students. Taught by Randy ,
Armstrong at the Mill Pond
Center, Durham. Call: 659-3613.
Reasonable rates!
A FREE GIFT JUST FOR
CALLING PLUS A RAISE UP TO
$1,700 IN ONLY 10 DAYSIII .
Student groups, fraternities and .
sororities needed for marketing
project on campus. For details
plus a FREE GIFT, group officers
call 1-800-950-8472 ext. 40.
Jiilliiiillliiiillliiiillliiiillliiiillliiiillliiiil

II

.

II
II
II
II

Call
The
11

New
Hampshire
for details
·about our

Island .4
Display
Space

Dover: 2 Bedroom condo.
Firepl~ce. Garage. 1.5 baths.
Laundiy. facilities. Common pool
& tennis. Kari:-Van route. $625/
month. Winona Properties Inc.
Call 659-5595.

II
II
II

Two private spacious bedrooms

\eeeeeee

Equestrian opportunities. 2
Winona-Properties, 659-5595.
working student vacancies at
Green Acres Stables Inc. The
LOST AND FOUND
area's leading show stable is
hiring and can schedule hours
· Lost-White.Siamese catwith
per student ne~s. Call Dennis
brown nose, paws, ·a nd tail. 9
_o_r_M_i_c_h_e_lle_-_7_4_2_-_3_3_7_7_._ _ _ _ , months old, no collar, cries a lot.
Call Jodi at 868-3768.
EARN $2000 ~ $4000 - ~hing
for employment that permits
SERVICES
your own hours, but is still
chall~nging enough for your
Get into Self-defense and
entrepreneurial skills? Manage
exercise at HWANG'S SCHOOL
OF TAEKWON-00. 42 Main St.,
programs for Fortune soo
Dover, 743-6500. Call now for
companies. Earn $2000 - $
special semester rates.·
·
4000.
Call 1-800-932-0528, ext. 41
PORTIJGUESE TUTOR
AVAILABLE-Brazilian graduate
ATTENTION BUSINESS MAJORS
student offers tutoring services
: Here is your chanc~ to gain
for Portuguese language stu9ents
experience in your major while
(Port. 401). $6.00/hour. Contact
earning $300 a week. Sound
Marcos at 868-3935, leave
interesting? Call Field

KlM ... Romeo and Juliet have
. never felt this way I bet!
To the cute girl in my English
class; let's go out to dinner
sometime-you know who.

~

II

862-1323

Jules- Wasn't it fun living with
the anti-Christ?; Thank God we
lived to tell about it. -Terri
DUCKII SAUCE!! OUCK SAUCE!!
Organic Music! See Stewed
Tomatoes live at the Stone
Church, Newmarket on Sept. 21.
Admission only $2.
Leave· the driving to usl Call Safe
Rides at 862-1414. Eyery Fri.~ .,
Sat;
10pm-2am.

Greg-call me nowlllllllllll
Happy Belated Birthday Sue
Stokes-Eileen

· Stu-I love you, leave m~ alon~
Eileen

tenants sought for private rooms
in antique cape. Kj.tchen. Living
room. Garage. 2 acres. $350/
months each... includes utilities.
Call Winona Properties Inc., 6595595.

Seeking non-smoking roommate,
tidy housemate for private
bedroom in l 790's colonial-9
miles from UNH. Share space
with two current housemates
and working couple who own
property. Country setting in a
quiet area. .$300/month. Call.

Thanks to everyone for the help
with the fair - Anne, Colleen,
Matt, Jay, Melissa, and my
roommates. We did itl

NoeUe--Please don't be mad at
me, I hope you understand, I'm
not trying to avoid you, I'm just
very, very busy-Karen

II
II

Six miles from campus ... 4

remain in a palacial old colonial
4 miles from UNH. Rent includes
· utilities and equal use of
·c ommon areas. 2 kitchen, 2
bathrooms. 2 horsestalls for
resident lease. Rural area. $350375, double occupancy possible.
Call Winona Properties, 6595595

NHOC Bahamas sailing trip.
Info:rmational meeting, Wed.
Sep1t.20, 7pm:, Rm.129, MUB

Hey,, hey roommates! See you
Wednesday. Your unconcious
. - roor.nmate-=-Gail
Seniors - Are you reaay for the

Sept 20, 7pm, Rm~ 129, MUB'

job interview process? Start
.
plan!Iling now. Collegiate Image
. Consultants, Inc., through use of
video analysis, will help you
polfah your speech and image for
succ:essful interview
communication. We are now
scheduling appointments for our ,
visit to your area in the near
future. For more info., write:
CIC., Inc., P. 0. B<>x 772, 260 W.
Main St., Suite #7, Conway; NH
03818.
Ni-IOC Bahamas sailing trip.
lnfo:rmatioQal meeting, Wed.
Sept. 20, 7 pm., Rm. 129, MUB.

Opening night at the Mecca! The
only sports bar in Durham!
Beware of a very sick year. Get
· busyll - Odie
NHOC Bahamas Sailing trip.
Inf,'o. meeting on Wed., Sept. 20
at 7pm, Rm. 129
inMub.
How's your shoulder?
Would you like some work
experience in your field? Think
about Was~ngton, DCI
Internships are available this
spring in all majors. Thousands
of opportunities. Earn 16 hrs. of , _
UNH credit. Housing arid
· support·services provided.
Attend the info. session Wed.
Sept, 27, 10-12 noon and 2-3
pm at Reading Room, McConnell
Hall.
.

Therapeutl~ massage and
alchemia bodywork: Rid yourself
of tension and stress. Reclaim a
spirit of well-being. Licensed
therapist. Call 742-1003.
NHOC Bahamas Sailing trip.
Info. meeting on Wed. Sept. 20 at .
7pm, Rm. 129 in MUB.
TEECH - I think I could fit on a
bagel if you n;ally wanted me -to.
-CT

Apa:rtment 39BI Sue, Cheryl,
Dor•~n. Bridget, and Jane - get
··ready for an awesome semester.
We'll have the best one yet b/c
we're togethe~I Loveyoul - Nancy
NHOC Bahamas Sailing trip.
Informational meeting, Wed.
Sept.20, 7pm,
.· Rm .129, MUB
Leave the driving to· usl
Call Safe Rides
862-1414
every Fri. & Sat. 10pm. - 2am.
T-shirts - $10, sweatshirts - $22
- every Friday on Main St. OR .
call Brian or Ray at Kappa Sig,
868-9855
NHOC Bahamas Sailirig trip.
Informational meeting, Wed.
Hi Gina

Sports massage by 'licensed·, wellestablished practiti01;1er.
Increase stamina, achieve quick
recovery, enlighten sensitivity for
oub,•, tanding performance levels.
Call now - 742-1003.
NHOC Bahamas Sailing trip.
-Info:rmational meetipg Wed. Sept.
20, 7pm rm. 129, MUB.
Hi Kathy•

Pete-Let's get together at our
usual hangout, Daniels, for some
beers and a fine time. We'll keep
you busy until your baby comes

.

.

,

Remember the info. meeting for
the NHQC Bahamas sailing trip
Wed, 7pm
in the MUB, 'Rm 129
LOST - White Siamese Cat w /
brown nose, paws and tail. 9
mos. old, no
collar, cries a lot. Call Jodi at
868-3768.
Hey Bryan-munchkin
NHOC Bahamas sailing trip info.
meeting Sept.20 at 7pm, Rm.129
inMUB.
.
Leave the driving to us at Safe
Rides. Cali 862-1414, Fri. & Sat.
10pm-2am.
HiKaren

Feeling overwhdmed? Treat
yourself to a one hour escape
with:the ultimate in therapeutic
bod.yea.re. Licensed massage
therapist. Call 7 42-1003
Don't forget th,e NHOC Bahamas
sailing trip info.eeting Wed. in
the MUBI
Hi JillieHi Kerry, Sue, Debi, Kim arid ·
Annie

D · A · -y · I · D, B · 0 · ·L_. · -E · Y-_
GREENACRES STABLES,INC.
FRESHETT DREW ROAD DOVER, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03820
/

SHOW HORSES
HUNTER/JUMPER
INSTRUCTION
We Participate, and Win at
All Area Horse Shows.
Just off Rt. 108 ·
5 Min. from UNH Campus.
Visitors by Appointment Only. ·

I

-

Please call (603) 742-3377

,,1adon'twant
·
lot of hype.
Ijust want

something I
can count on·: ,,

.r

Surnl· l,)1\~ d1.-..,_u11,,.· , ·
rnm1xmie:-i pn )1111...,l· ~, 1
the 111\ l<m. hut \\·lw \,Ji:
really \\ .~tnt is dq)L·n~L1hil·
high-qu~tlity Sl'rVil'L;_ ·1lur·s
just \\·h~lt you·11 get \\·hen.
vou choose Xl&T Long ·
_i

bisunce Sen-in~. at ~t'uist
that's a lot less than rnu
.think lt)Ll can expec't \()\\·
long disttnce ra_tes. 2+hour
Uperator ~1ssista11ce. clear
connecti( ms and immediate · credit fi)r \H<mg numbers.
And the Jss urance that
.YirtuallY all of rnur calls Will , ·
· go thro.dgh the first tin'le. .
Tbafs the genius of the _.
AT&T \Xorld,vide Intelligent _
Network.
'
.
When :it's time to ·choose, forget the gimmicks
and make the intellige,nt
choice-AT&T.
'
If \'Ou'd like to kno\Y '
more about o'ur products or
services. like International
Calling_ancf the AT&T Card, ·
.call us at 1800 222-0300.
1

-·
AT&T

The dght choice. ,

-

\
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SAFE NIG HTS
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·do·n•t be afraid, be a friend
-

',

-

.,

-

Tuesday
September ·19 1989
6 p.m . '
Thompson Hall Lawn

.

.-

'\

A s eak Out
and Cand.le light March
Against Sexual Violence
..:-

. I
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Rain Date:
· Wednesday, Sept. 20, 6 p.m.

'

-

I

Student Senate, 862-1494
For more information, call
-
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· Some one is going to win an Apple~
Macintosh®...
It mightjus t be you. /

Apple Computer is giving away a Macintosh Plus co.m puter to one lucky person, and all you
hav:e to do to enter is come to the Mac®Fest and ftll out an official entry forll1:.
While at the MacFest, feel free to ask questions about any of the Macintosh -~ omputers fro~
·
·
·
Ilx.
the ·Macintosh Plus all the way up to the Macintosh
"
.

Representative s ~from Microsoft® and WordPerfect® Will also be on hand demonstrating their
latest products, and answering questions~
So, come to the MacFest on Friday, September 22, between 10 A.-M.
-, B_e lknap Room of the MUB arid find.out '.w hat we 1:11ean when we say.-.. ·

and 3 P.M. in the

,Autho~zed Dealer

Macintosh .
Making ·college life more livable.
The llacbatoab Plus la an ideal ent17 lenlpenoul computer. It
offen all the adT&Dtate• tradltloully auoclated with llachll:oab
-bacbullnf eue of use, a coulatent ~phlc1-bued baterface, uul
tramportablllt:, - ha a •~e affordable 11y1tem. ·

Tbe Maconto•h Illl: la de•lgned for people who want
/ maximum performance and ezpndablllt:,_ ID a
Maclnto1li computer. thank, largely to lt• 32-blt 68030
·
mic:roproces•or.and 68882
· math co-proceHor, and 1b: ·NnBua expan11ion ■lot,.

Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh and ~care registered trademarks ofApple Computer, Inc. Microsoft and WordPerfect are registered trademarks of their respecti'~e
corporations. Additional entry forms are available at the .U niversity Technology Center, Room f4A Thompso~ Hall. · Now, see, aren't disclaimers fun to read?

/

·.ties Friars, 1-1
I

'

By Toby Trotman
The 'Cats found new·
Last Saturday the heart in the ·second period as .
_men'ssoccetteamhostedProvi- they attacked time and time
l dence College, coming away again.Afterl5mihutesaBren- ·
with a hard fought 1-1 ti~.
nan freekick,' from the edge of
AScottBrennanequal- · the area, struck the right post
izer in the 62nd minute gave before being kicked away. From
UNH some · revenge for last the ensuing ·c orner Christian
year's 5-2 loss to the Friars.- -Pearsallconneetedwith the ball
The 'Cats were unfortunate not only !,o see_his shot deflect .off
the same upright. .
to win the contest.
"We haven't had any
· The ·seemingly ineviluckyet,"saidBrennan. "We've table goafcame through minhit a coupJe of postS, had a utes later. A Smitty Peck long
couple of goal-line saves, and ball was m~t bythe onrushing
that happens to us eveiy game:" · Brennan who lobbed the ProviThe kickoff, delaye~ 25 dence keeper, Jim Morris, _be- .
minutes
· because
of foresteeringtheballhomefrom
Providence's late arrival, was . an acute angle. "I knew the goalie was
followed by -a period of New
Hampshire ·domination.
coming out hard. I flicked it up ·
This pressure culmJ- over him and put it in first .
nated witha_UNH penalty claim time,." said Brennan, about his '
being waveq away l?Y the refe- second goaI oi the season.
ree after Frank Truscott apAlth~ughincontr_olfor ·_
peared to be brought ~own most of the second period, the
while bearing ·down on goal. 'Cats were lucky not to concede ·
This incident roused Provi- a goal · with . 15 minutes left.
dence who stepped _up . th~ir _From a comer kick, both Yan ..
play and began t.o take. control._ Tiem and J~es Christian had
The 'Cats had difficulty shots for the visitors but when
,In t~eir flrst horile stint, the 'Cats could only place third. (Mike Parnham, photo)
counter attac~ng the· ~gged DeGregori,o ~as .finally beaten _
a+►
◄►
◄►
\'f ►
+►
◄►
-r►► .
+tc::: style of the Friars and went a defender Cleveland Howard
_ _
_
_
__.
_
,
_ ,
_
• _ · · goal down in the 30th min_ute wasperfectlypositlonedtoclear
ofplay.TheUNHdefensef~ed , theballfromofff.heline. . ' .
tocleara_deepcrossfromFriar -~
Theextraperiodswere
_J
,
defenderDwaineShanleyleav- more notable for robust chalBy Frank Bonsal
place. Senior Dan Beauleywas Jim Boulanger. "It was a good ingforwardJeflVan Tiemalone lenges than clear _chances as
The UNH Men·s ·qross the next UNH runner to cross ·_meet against highly competi- to volley the ball past a helpless PC'i:; goalie was brought down
Country team succumbed to the finish line placingl3th at tive. nationally ranked teams~ _ Eric DeGregorio with his first during a scramble and UNH's
the strength of two nationally 2 9,:.~3.JuniorMikeCannuscio ' We raced well, but we've got t~ kick of the g~e.
_ JeremyMullersuff;redashoul'." _
ranked power houses la~t Fd- finished I 7th with a time _?f come out and learn to pop one.
As the first half drew der njury before · the game
1
day at home on the 8.000 meter 26:01. Ryan Landvoy~ . David
to a close, _frustration was ended:
·
College Woods Course as the· Beauley,' Jim Gebhardt, and
TheWildcatshQsttheir shown by sophomore Jess · '
"Sometimeswhenyoutle,
Providence College and North- freshman Chris Basha placed second.meet of the season.this Wehrwe-i n's _tussle with PC you're not really happy but
1
eastern University teams· 19th, 21st, 22nd, and 23rd with Saturdayfollowingthewomen's player David Corcoran follow.:. thought today we were fairly
. placep one and two. respec- times of 26:14, 26:24, 26:28, meet, at the College Woods ing one _o f Providence's many pleased," said coach.Ted Gar- tively. with scores of 19 and 54. · and 26:28, respectively. Out of Course against Bowdoin, fouls. Both players receiveq ~- her.
_
·
UNH placed third with a team the top ten, Providence placed Rhod~ Island, and Central yellow card for their ~ntics as
did Smitty Peck for arguing
· first, second, fourth, fifth, sev- Connecticut.
, , score 69.
with the officials.
Individually, the top enth, eighth, and 10th. North- .
placing Wildcat was senior co- ~ eastern placed sixth and ninth.
"Friday's, race was a
captain Randy Hall who placed
third with a time of24:33,just . good performance for Randy
a step from_second place, a and for the team on a perfect ·
-mere three seconds from first day to run, "·commented Coach

w•

.. . ' s.x~coun
. . . ~try
- -place
. . . third
M en
j

DRUGS ·....(c~ntinued fro~ p. 28) ~
sary. "It is an invasion of out.
"Tiiere might be a few
privacy·, but I don't see another
steroid users in the University,
way they could do the test."
"Athletes should only but we don't have a real probbe tested for those drugs that . lem here at all," said Dompweffec.t performance, but not for -itz. In the future Domowitzfeels
other drugs," she added. · ·
athletes should be tested on an
· ·· Interim Director of · "indiv@ual basis" if they are·
1
Woman's Athletics Cathy Kul- suspected of steroid use, but
leri was completely amenable reiterated that he feels UNH
to NCM edicts, but also prac- athletes are "clean lifters."
"We don't have a drug
tical.
"If the NCAA directed. - testing program at UNH for the"us to do drug testing we would, general student body, and don't
but I would want to know why •· anticipate one," said Executive
it was necessary." Kullen felt Assistant to the President Dan
thecurrentdrugtestingmethod Dibiasio. "The d~g te'sting of
is not ideal, _a nd did not sus- .'. . . the footbaU team was an NCAA
pect the Woman's Athletic · and Yankee Conference activ. Program had a drug problem. tty."
Diblasio explained the
"If testing was done to
get a student help; that's O.K., University handles student
-,but it Ishould not be. used
to drug abuse in accordance w~th
.
the Ju:diciary Committee's :
. punish them," Kullen added.
., _
UNH Weight Training guidelines on student's rights '
.
_
_
. ..
.
_
.·····
,,_ ,,.,
Coordinator Fred Dpmowitz and responsibilities. "We hold
explained that steroid use at all students accountable to The 'Cats seem to be having their troub~e• ln overtime this_season, battling the Friars to a I..
UNH by ·the athletes 'was so .t hose rules·and laws that pro- 1 tie. (Ben Frazier photo)
small that he had no doubt tect both the students and the
how the test results would come community," he said.

******************************************,****
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omina te UVA, _fall to_ODU~
initial goal within the first I 0
Liisa Reimann
At the University or' , minutes of ·the game, which
Virginia on Saturday ·the lady she described as fast and tough. · .
"We dipn't know what
Cats battled it out with the
·avaliets and 'triumphed 3-0. to expect when -w e went on the
oping f9r further success at . turf," she said, excited that they
ld Dominion University on · won. "It was good that · we ·
Sunday, the UNH team found showedwec ouldputthe ball in
it hard to match th~ir oppo- the net [so ·early]."
The · secon~ half
·ents' strength, losingthe ·g ame
brought' ·two more goals from
·
·
3-1.
"Our players . never Marjorie Long and ·Shelly
.
t
::stopped competing," said head Robinson. All three goals were
: coach Marisa Didio, pointing field goals, according to Didio, •
outthatalth oughthe 'Cats lost the last of which was shot
first . half, they won the within the last 30 seconds of
i;.the
'r::!
:;:second and successfully kept play.
"It was a very impor:,,the Monarchs away from their
for our confidence,"
game
tant
ODU
Didio,·
to
goal. · According
· at a slightly higher skill level said Didio, defining it in terms
of effort and dedication. "We
an UNH.
handled the press4re well
create
to
"What we tty
eytake away," she admitted. .~.[~nd] ... ·c ontrolled the play."
Stacey
Goalie
·
t the moment they are a bet:::rnter team; but UNH 'is close Gaudette kept the ball out of
her net, while those on the field
behind and gaining.
The field hockey team showed good form down south this weekend. (Ben Frazier photo)
"In the second halfwe worked hard at ~eeping it -on
surprised them," said senior the offensive end._
"We have a tremen-:
Deb Blumen, a defense player.
of movi:q_g off the
amount
dous
down
"In the first halfthey were
our throats, but in the second ball, which confuses the opponents and makes .us hard to .
we were very offensive." ·
Wildcat mentor · Bill tested.
By G.H. Elder
up with," said Didio. "'We
keep
UVA,
at
On the ,field
Senior noseguard
To pee, or not to pee? Boweswasa lsosatisfied bythe
taking the advantage."
up
end
venly
sweremoree
That is the question many UNH reported conclusions of the Sherman Beatty explained how thetwoteam
came
schools
Both
matched.
students may have to answer NCAA's experiment. Although the drug test was performed.
\. · The 'Ca~ will be trymg
"'They tested us down- into the game undefeated. "We
one day if an employer wishes he did not know the precise
that a~vantage
maintain
to
" said
to drug test them.. But it's not details, Bowes said, "I feel very stairs in the locker room. Ifyou dominated in opportunity,
Boston Univerhost
they
when
only future employers who may, comfortable about the test didn't have to go, they gave you Didio.
tomop-ow at 3:30.
sity
the
scored
Brickley
Liz
wish to cirug test st4dents. results and am satisfied that somejuiceto drink.Aguy gives
Last March, · 24 Wildcat foot- we don't have-a problem with you a cup, and another one
ball players were tested for either steroids or other drugs." . watches you go to the bathsteroids and other drugs by ~ t Coach Bowes is ever vig- room," said Beatty. "You
NCAA and Yankee Conference llant and added, "If I ever did s~ouldn'tmi nddoingitify ou're
officials. The athletes were · have a kid who had a problem, drug free, and we're~ drug free
choseri at random from the I would ·stress helping them , team."
Senior offensive guard
football team's I 00 man roster rather than punishing them to
FredHuthals owil~inglyte sted,
and only given 24 hours notice a certain extent."
but he "felt weird doing it."
_B owes explained that
before testing was instituted.
· "I didn't mind testing, By Frank Bonsal
and BU surp~ised us with
According to Associate eve-ry UNH football player had _
The Women's cross powerful, strong teams."
Vice President for Athietics and agreed to participate in drug · · but it makes you feel like you
Senior -t ri-captain Jen
Administrat ive SelVices ·Mike testing on a voluntary basis. As did someth-ingw rongwhenyo u Countty team placed .fifth out
said.
first among the
he
"
finished
didn't,.
Briggs
each
10th
team,
a
the
the
at
provided
part of joining
of eight .teams
O'Neill, the NCAA
His comment$ were AnnualDart mmithlnvita tional , UNH squad placing 11th at
Yankee . athlete signed a letter of intent
the
to
grant
Conference' s nine universities . that was forwarded to the supported .by sophomore de- attheHanov erGolfCotir selast 18:14, a course PR (personal
fensive ·end . Dwayne Sa}:>b. Saturday. Dartmouth won the record) by 14 seconds. Freshin order to do a study of drug NCM. ·In the letter of intent
"Peeing in a cup while being event placing runners first and · man Meghan McCleary was
concerned
the
the
for
among
.
se
u
·
provision
a
steroid
and
athlete to accept random drug viewed cfoesn 't . show mu~h second, comingupw itha team i5th with a time of 18:22 and
Conference' s •f ootball teams.
freshman Heidi Woolever fin°"Ibe final results are testing. Although Yus clause trust. but I had nothing to hide. $Core of 50.
drugs."
use
don't
I
ished 25th at 18:59. Tamara ,
being
is,
was
still
time
Ex-,
and
Chief
The winning
· has been,
only known by the
Junior line backerT.J. · run by Katherine McCmville at . · Toselli, Kim Cilley, Jen -Flad,
ecutive Officer of each univer- depated in the courts, UNH's
sity, but · I understand there football players willingly par.- Reap wasn.' t tested, but he was 17:27.9. Vermont's. Brenda and ·Ju(]i Robichaud fmished .
·
· willing.
White finished .third boosting 29th, 30th, 31st, and 35th with
was no problem here at the ticipated in the test.
to
alright
it's
think
"I
subject
the
am.
"I
Despite
O'Neill.
said
her team to a second place times of 19:11,19:18 , 19:19,
unive:rsity,"
very proud. of our athletes and athletes only having a 24 hour test for steroids," said Reap. finish with .68 points. Rhode and 19:35, respectively.
With three freshmen
warningtha ttestingwas about "All athletes should abide by Island was third with 83, Boscoaches."
. O'Neill explained that to be instituted, not one re- _ the rules." But not all Ur,.JH ton University fourth with 99, among the top seven UNH finthe actual test results are being fused to take part according to athletes-are as willing to drug - and UNH fifth with 110. North- ishers last Saturday, the lady
test as Reap and the · other eastern, Plattsburgh , and Wildcats are sure to improve
kept confideptial in accordance those athletes involved.
football players.
Wilqcat
test
to
"I think it's good
with an agreement the Yankee
Lowell finished sixth, seventh, with experience as the season
a
take
.only'
would
"I
promade
they
because
for steroids
Conference Universities
and eighth with scores of I 70, progresses.
. The lady 'Cats host ·
with the NCAA officials who vide players with a ·unfair ad- . . drug test if I absolutely-h ad to. .266,and 267 .
acy,"
vantage," explained team co- Itisaninvasi onofmypriv
Coach Nancy Krueger their first regular season mee_t
sponsored the test.
hockey
female
freshman
"No specific or overall cap_tain Will Tychsen.~"I took said
was disappointe d with . the this Saturday at noon against
Thibodeau.
Dawn
player
I
doubt
the
no
to
had
and
released
the test,
results will be
team's fifth place fmish, but Bowdoin College. The Wildcats
Sophomore-s occer and highlighted the positive aspects are p.oping to improve their
public on how well any univer- would pass."
record and will be4.ooking to
Tychsen's comments lacrosse playerChe-ryl Bergeron of the meet.·
.sity involved in the study fared.
test;
drug
to
eymeetacou pleof .
willing
also
·
was
"pack",asth
ta
other
"We were hoping
Only the President (Haaland) were .echoed by many
necesabsolutely
if
from Bowonly
but
eiindJviduals
who
tough
he
players
but
third
football
details,
year's
UNH
last
·
precise
upon
the
has
improve
was pleased with the results.~ tlier' Jaad, or had not, been DRUG, p. 27
placefinish," Kruegersaid . "URI doln.-, . said O'Neill.

Dru g tes tin g hit s ·UN H

qro ss Co unt ry
fall s sho rt

is .

